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MOVIE REVIEW | 'LOVE'

Lost and Foreign in Manhattan
By JEANNETTE CATSOULIS
Cool, mysterious and defiantly foreign, "Love" plays out on the immigrant fringes of an indifferent New York
City, in backstreet clubs and decrepit buildings where past and present uneasily coexist.
Vanya (Sergej Trifunovic) is a hit man from the former Yugoslavia, a disillusioned ex-soldier working off his
debt to the crime boss who paid his passage to the United States. Anna (Geno Lechner) is Vanya's ex-wife,
a German doctor who abandoned him years earlier and is now halfheartedly dating a gloomy cop (Peter
Gevisser). When Anna and Vanya meet unexpectedly during a hotel-room killing in Brooklyn, their rekindled
passion propels a cast of cosmopolitan characters — including a French barmaid, a federal government
agent and a small-time Italian crook — into a seductive and violent game of cat and mouse.
"Love" is a mournful thriller about the myth of assimilation and the way nurture — or, more precisely, the
lack of it — fashions identity and character. Elegantly directed by Vladan Nikolic using multiple viewpoints

and an elliptical, nonlinear narrative, the movie presents a New World disrupted by old grievances and a
neglected community living by its own rules.
In these bleak, isolated neighborhoods, exquisitely shot by the Serbian cinematographer Vladimir Subotic,
love and politics are inseparable, and even a genial old drag queen (deliciously played by the legendary
French actor Didier Flamand) wields unexpected power. From here, the gleam of Manhattan is a million
miles away.

Tracking Shots
'Love'
by Matt Singer
February 14th, 2006
A multi-perspectival film vastly superior to Crash, Vladan Nikolic's dynamic thriller
Love reinvigorates a stale cinematic format and imparts a compelling message all
without a single head-on collision. This story of a hitman, his ex-lover, and her
current boyfriend trapped within a large and increasingly sticky web of intrigue could
be told from any number of viewpoints: Nikolic has the guts to try to tell them all
and the skill to use the technique as more than a stylistic crutch.
Skeptical of rudimentary good/evil dichotomies—though, amusingly, the key
American character in the international cast is not— Love uses an interlocking
structure to illustrate its point. Opinions of characters are open to constant revision
as assassins are revealed as soldiers and murderers become caretakers. Through the
first two-thirds, the crosscutting aims to give viewers a truth larger than that
available to the characters, but the finale boldly turns the tables: During a riff on
John Woo–styled face-offs, Nikolic cycles through his characters' perspectives,
withholding key information to prolong the suspense. At moments like those, Love
gives you hope for the future of independent movies, particularly because Nikolic is
also a professor of film at the New School.
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New Review

Love
Dir. Vladan Nikolic. 2005. N/R. 93mins. Sergej Trifunovic, Geno Lechner, Peter Gevisser.

BOY N THE HOODIE Trifunovic can’t escape his criminal past.

Despite its minimalist title, Yugoslav expat Vladan Nikolic’s second feature boasts a complex and,
at times, convoluted nonlinear narrative, set in the seedy underworld of outer-borough New York
City. Vanya (Trifunovic), a guilt-ridden, Bosnian-born hit man, runs into his German ex-wife, Anna
(Lechner), while on his very last job and takes her hostage. Her American fiancé, Dirk (Gevisser),
happens to be a cop, and he methodically tracks the couple down. All the while a metropolis full
of aliens (legal and illegal), criminals and civilians surges in the murky background.
The plot hinges on a series of convenient coincidences, but writer-director Nikolic isn’t concerned
with realism. He’s working in a hyperstylized form, complete with multiple-point-of-view retellings
of scenes, a noirish narration revealing each character’s back story, washed-out colors and
skewed camera angles, and a tense, John Woo–inspired standoff in a church. Comparisons to
Pulp Fiction are inevitable, yet Love wisely eschews wanna-be trendy trappings (except for one
extraneous drag queen); it’s also much bleaker than Tarantino’s film. Although the turbulent world
these immigrants inhabit is tamer than their violent, war-torn pasts, America disappoints as a land
of dreams. But it’s all they’ve got—so they make the best of what their adopted nation has to offer
in terms of life, love and even death. (Opens Thu; Pioneer.)—Raven Snook

Rating:

LOVE AND DEATH, BALKAN STYLE

By V.A. MUSETTO

LOVE
Running time: 93 minutes. Not rated (violence, nudity, sex). At the Two Boots Pioneer Theater,
Avenue A and Third Street. Through March 1.
THE stylish ambiance often found in East European cinema is present in "Love," a New York-set,
English-language thriller written and directed by Vladan Nikolic and noirishly photographed by
Vladimir Subotic. Both hail from the Balkans, as does the lead actor.
Shot in gritty industrial sectors of the outer boroughs, "Love" involves a hit man from the Balkans
(Sergej Trifunovic), who in the course of his dirty work encounters his ex-wife (Geno Lechner) and
her fiancé (Peter Gevisser), an NYPD cop.
The story unfolds in nonlinear fashion, with the same events being shown several times, from
different perspectives. The concept works especially well with the murder spree that sets up the
movie.
The finale — a shootout in a church — seems inspired by Hong Kong filmmakers like John Woo
and Ringo Lam. (The latter's 1987 "City on Fire" was a source for Quentin Tarantino's "Pulp
Fiction.")
Several plot elements in "Love" are shaky — the NYPD seems oblivious to the fact that people
are being killed left and right, for instance. But if Nikolic doesn't care, why should we?

LOVE
Vladan Nikolic, Jim Stark, 2006
Our rating:

What's love got to do with it?
Yugoslavian-born writer-producer-director-editor Vladan Nikolic weaves together the intersecting stories
of lost souls who bring their international miseries to New York in this cool, cynical thriller. At the film's
heart is a morose, rootless hit man who carries a pocket rosary and retains just enough faith to make his job
a misery. Abandoned as an infant to an orphanage in the former Yugoslavia, Vanya Nevakovich (Sergej
Trifunovic) found a surrogate family in the Yugoslavian army and was cut loose again as his country
collapsed into a bitter scrum of warring nations. He met Anna Petrovic (Geno Lechner), the daughter of a
Serbian mother and a German father, in Bosnia, where she was working for Doctors Without Borders.
Anna eventually fell apart under the pressure of the Balkans' endless, soul-eroding misery and left Vanya
for the hope of a new life in New York. She's engaged to a police officer named Dirk Malloy (Peter
Gevisser), an aspiring writer who's pressing her for a commitment she's unwilling to make. Vanya's passage
to America was paid by a small-time crime lord; he's paying off his debt as a reluctant assassin. Sent to
intercept a Colombian drug dealer, Vanya finds him dead of a heart attack in his hotel room. And then who
should walk in but Anna, who's been paying a house call on a patient a couple of floors down. Dirk, who
dropped her off at the hotel, thinks Anna has been kidnapped and sets out to rescue her despite the

assurances of federal agents — who appear suddenly on the scene — that she's safe in the hands of a
professional who doesn't kill for fun. Ricocheting around this doomed triangle are a jilted French waitress
(Liat Glick), a small-time Neapolitan thug (Mario Padula) devoted to his dying wife, a Slovenian drug
dealer-performance artist (Didier Flamand), a lovelorn Lebanese refugee (Al Naz) obsessed with a
duplicitous Canadian thrill-seeker (Kerry Rossy) scarred by the legacy of incest, and a depressed Fed from
Texas (Eric Frandsen). Style reigns supreme in this accomplished low-budget film, which is both an asset
and a liability. Nikolic's gimmicky narrative doubles back on itself, each new version of events expanding
on the one before without changing the viewer's fundamental perception of what happened. But Serbian
cinematographer Vladimir Subotic's photography transforms New York's outlying neighborhoods and
anonymous streets into a weather-beaten dreamscape suffused with mystery, danger and the hope of
heaven. — Maitland McDonagh
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Love
By JOHN ANDERSON
More technically accomplished than emotionally engaging, "Love" joins a niche occupied by films
as varied as "Marathon Man" and "Dirty Pretty Things" -- stories in which foreign conflicts resurface
in big, disinterested cities. Director Vladan Nikolic's strategy of having ex-Balkan warriors recreate
their national tragedies in microcosm is intriguing, as is the fresh face he puts on Manhattan, but the
coldness of his delivery may put off some auds. Still, the action is compelling, the film good looking,
the acting first rate and the circumstances -- people from neglected nations in an alienating if not
hostile urban landscape -- is moving. Film should do well at festivals and in major cities.
Nikolic's non-linear -- or multi-linear -- approach to storytelling may evoke comparisons to "Pulp Fiction" or
"Rashomon," but he lacks the humor of the former and the subjective realities of the latter.
As he rolls out the story of Vanya (Sergej Trifunovic) -- an ex-Yugoslav special forces soldier blackmailed
into becoming an American hit man -- the overlapping action doesn't alter any version of what happens, only
the perspective. For example, during a hit in a hotel, the audience gets electrifying, alternating sequences of
action, but the killers and the victims are always the same.
Accepting what he believes to be his last contract killing, Vanya is reunited with his ex-wife, Anna (Geno
Lechner), a German member of Doctors Without Borders who he met in Bosnia. Although Vanya still loves
Anna, Anna is involved with Dirk (Peter Gevisser), a New York City cop and would-be writer.
Meanwhile, villainy from the past haunts the present day, and, as the characters' various storylines intersect
and interweave, a stark portrait of desperate people in desperate situations emerges.
"Love" has its soap-opera elements, although the romantic subtext never intrudes on, nor trivializes, the
political side of the story. What one wants from "Love" are a few more trips to the Kleenex box, but perhaps
that is asking too much of a film so structurally ambitious.
Camera (color, DV-to-35mm), Vladimir Subotic; music, Standing in Lines; production designer, Sorangel
Fersobe; costume designer, Olivera Gajic; sound, Logan Susnick; associate producers, Maggie Haese, Betty
Garcia; special effects, Damien Leone. Reviewed at Tribeca Film Festival, April 25, 2005. Running time: 93 MIN.
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Love
Koch Lorber Films // Unrated // $21.99 // August 4,
2007
Review by Svet Atanasov | posted October 9, 2007 |
E-mail the Author | Start a Discussion

The Film:
A distinctive Balkan drama set
amidst the busy streets of
Manhattan Serbian director
Vladan Nikolic's Love (2005)
banks on a number of genre
clichés to tell a story with
plenty of zest. Murder,
betrayal, and romance are
mixed to perfection in what
could be one of the best
independent films you would
see this year.
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A lonely hit-man (Sergej
AUDIO
Trifunovic), his ex-lover (Geno
Lechner), and her fiancée (Dirk
Malloy) have found a piece of
EXTRAS
heaven amidst the busy streets
of New York. The hit-man has
REPLAY
chosen to forget his past, his
ex-lover has chosen to live in
the present, while her fiancée
ADVICE
Special Offers
looks to the future. When their
Highly
paths intersect the three will
Recommended
discover that the lives they left
E-MAIL
behind are have become too
this review to a
difficult to ignore.
friend

It seems like remembering is
PRINT
the key theme in Nikolic's
Printer Friendly
work. As the audience is
introduced to the main protagonists a narrator
slowly explains what they have struggled with
in the past, what they have failed to achieve.

Then the voice calmly points what each of them
has found in the present: peace.
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It is not too long however before each of the
three protagonists realizes that work (killing,
helping the sick, and serving the law) has
nothing to do with peace. It is just an illusion, a
temporary patch placed on their wounds to
numb the pain. As the story progresses the trio
slowly succumbs to what they fear the most:
their feelings.
The moment Nikolic reunites the main
protagonists with their past Love becomes a
depressingly dark film. A melancholic
soundtrack further exacerbates the sense of
desperation. Eventually, the story veers off in a
direction one would have rightfully dismissed
given the upbeat opening scenes.
Shot with a hand-held camera Love reveals
enough finesses and precision to sustain its
stylish look. The subdued lighting and sporadic
accent-flavored dialog truly provide an exotic
feel to this small-budget production.
The acting is near flawless. The colorful cast
does an excellent job in recreating the
international flavor of New York City. Run down
locales, beat-up apartment buildings, and
abandoned rusty cars are part of pic's
distinctive look.
Pic's greatest asset however is its open
invitation to read the main protagonists and
their lives. Nikolic has mastered a convincing
and above all authentic tale about human
beings struggling to outpace life.
Awards/ Recognition:
In 2006 the film won the Golden Reel Award for
Best Director at the Tiburon International
Film Festival. The film is winner of the Best
Film Award at the Barcelona Film Festival.
How Does the DVD Look?
Presented in its original aspect ratio of 1.85:1
and enhanced for widescreen TVs the print
provided by Koch Lorber Films looks good. This
is a progressive transfer, with convincing
contrast (fitting the film's low-budget look),
and a color-scheme which feels accurate. I did
not detect any damage and for the most part
when blown through a digital projector the film

look notably strong. There are a few minor
artifacts during the opening scene but nothing
that could detract from the overall solid look
this print reveals.
How Does the DVD Sound?
Presented with an English DD track the audio
treatment is good. Dialog is easy to follow and
the supporting music is well-mixed with it. I
could not detect any disturbing drop-outs or
hissing(s). The issue here is the lack of English
subtitles which could have helped a bit given
the fact that some of the actors speak with an
accent.
Extras:
Aside from the original theatrical trailer (two
versions a short and a long one) the only other
supplemental material you would find on this
disc is a "Making Of" piece. It is a rather
standard exposé of the filming process in
addition to some revealing comments by the
director regarding the budget and the
commitment of those involved in this project.
Final Words:
A small-budget independent picture with a big
heart Love does an excellent job of recreating a
mini-Balkan drama amidst the streets of
Manhattan. The disc by Koch Lorber Films looks
solid and I strongly recommend that you take a
look at if independent cinema is your passion.
Agree? Disagree? You can post your thoughts
about this review on the DVD Talk forums.
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LOVE
Written, Edited & Directed by: Vladan Nikolic.
Produced by: Jim Stark.
Cinematography by: Vladimir Subotic.
Music by Standing in Lines and Skip Shirley & Vladimir Nikic.
Released by: Koch Lorber Films.
Country of Origin: USA. 93 min. Not Rated.
With: Sergej Trifunovic, Geno Lechner, Peter Gevisser, Didier
Flamand, Mario Padula, Al Naz, Erik Frandsen, Liat Glick &
Kerry Rossi.
DVD Features: Trailers. Making-of featurette.
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Vladan Nikolic’s stubborn and angry stab at the
New York crime-cum-multi-faceted character
drama has a sense of a plot hovering over every scene, but once one
gets adjusted to the picture’s rhythm, it slips away. Filling in the
blanks, a deadpan narrator reveals the backstory for every character.
And yet for all of this, Love is a good film, compulsively watchable. It
tells its story through one hard luck character, and then another, and
so on. The main character (I think) is Vanya (Sergej Trifunovic), who
was orphaned in Bosnia and is now a hit man. He wants to retire after

that “one last job.”
His assignment at a New York City hotel is another of “those” jobs
where everything goes wrong, which is to say there’s a body count.
But the hostage Vanya ends up taking, coincidentally, is Anna (Geno
Lechner), his ex-wife, who’s engaged to Dirk Malloy (Peter Gevisser),
a (you guessed it) cop. To say too much more would be too
complicated. In fact, Anna could just be considered a McGuffin for
what happens between Vanya and Dirk, who, in trying to save Anna,
becomes one more hostage for the hit man.
The blunt title is surely ironic considering the lack of love in these
characters’ lives. Besides, there isn’t much romance. Vanya and
Anna try to reignite past passions, but it doesn’t fly; there’s a
detachment between them. But it’s not precisely the actors who make
this a worthwhile experience anyway. What Nikolic does with the
writing and direction reminds me of another recent film, Fay Grim,
where Hal Hartley similarly mixes international intrigue and the
malaise of the past hanging over the characters. But here, the dialog
isn’t very convoluted, and if it sometimes is, it serves a dark comedic
purpose, like the mob boss who is obsessed with erections or a drag
queen, played with subtle hilarity by Didier Flamand, who comes to
Vanya’s aid.
The superbly dry humor comes in unexpected doses and with a
knowing wink to all of the crime films that Nikolic has ever seen,
which are probably quite a few. (The narrator’s description of one
government hit man and his love for comedies amidst his depression
is classic.) Truly nutty are the camera angles within the climax, filmed
from every conceivable point of view, including from Vanya’s gun in a
nod perhaps to John Woo’s The Killer).
It’s an engaging film, and like a French new-wave film, it arrives at its
logical conclusion almost illogically. For those willing to take a chance
in a genre so polluted with complacency, the payoff involved is short
(93 minutes) and slightly sweet.
DVD Extras: Koch Lorber gives only a few bits – two theatrical trailers
(one brief, one long, the former the better), and the featurette where
Nikolic talks about shooting a film like this, with 40 locations on a
budget the size of “a mid-size SUV.” Jack Gattanella
July 27, 2007
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Film
“Love”
Written and Directed by: Vladan Nikolic
Now showing at the Pioneer Theater

‘Love’ and war, across the ocean intact
By Steven Snyder
Any movie that involves the tired cliché of a hit man going on that “one last” mission and dares, in a post-“Pulp
Fiction” and “Memento” world, to jump back and forth through time and across narratives, better know damn well
what it’s doing, since this is not the road less traveled.
Thankfully, until the overheating mechanics of its dense and layered plot overwhelms a more subdued story of souls at
a crossroads, Vladan Nikolic’s “Love” proves it has what it takes to stand proud among the other titles of its genre.
Early on, we identify with each character more for their profession and their heritage than with their particular function
as a plot device. There’s a shooter, Vanya (Sergei Trifunovic) and a doctor, Anna (Geno Lechner), who we sense early
on is working with Vanya but later reappears in a relationship with a policeman, Dirk (Peter Gevisser). Vanya’s last
mission leads him to a drug dealer and a most unexpected reunion with Anna, whom we now realize he used to love,
and sends both on the run as Dirk chases them, fearful that Vanya has abducted his girlfriend.
But to describe only the story and to detail it only in linear fashion is to miss the larger effect of Nikolic’s frequently
poetic script and moody, evocative direction. In the film’s earlier segments Nikolic skillfully plays with time,
introducing us to a scene first and then the actors second, often starting at the end of a sequence and then cutting back
to the beginning from another perspective before arriving at the same final image.
As this world rewinds and restarts, Nikolic uses a narrator in a curious way — not to set the place or the time, nor to
give us unlikely insights into emotions or feelings, but to give us historical grounding. Each character represents a
different nationality and plays a part in a larger story that recreates the stresses and the conflicts of the Balkans. They
are not just a vessel for the story, but rounded personalities with individual histories and chronologies.
It’s like the structure of “Amelie,” but with a more developed political backbone, and a few more fists to throw.
Each subplot, in one form or another, intersects with the notion of love as the story moves through an ambiguous slice
of New York City. Some are turned into criminals out of desperation to help their loved ones. Others are punished for
helping those they love. Love for some begets loneliness for others. At the story’s center, Vanya and Anna’s love is
what saves them — Vanya from a life of suicidal self-disgust and Anna from a loveless relationship.
Ultimately, it is the meditative mood and tone that sets “Love” apart, this indescribable sensation of fate pushing these
people together despite their will. Nikolic deserves much of the credit, as he skillfully connects these stories
comprehensively, as does Vladimir Subotic, for his cinematography that illustrates these characters’ isolation and
separation. Similarly, all three leads give their characters a much appreciated sense of imperfection to go hand-in-hand
with their flawed quests for love. Gevisser’s a tough cop, but terrified of losing his girl. Trifunovic pretends to control
people’s lives, but isn’t even sure he deserves to go on living. Lechner, as Anna, demands Vanya pull over the car to let
her out, but isn’t completely sure she wants to run away.
Clarity comes quickly when lives are on the line. That’s why movies like this, bordered by life and death, are made
and remade. And while most are needles iterations, “Love” has a few new things to say.

MORE “LOVE” REVIEWS
Vladan Nikolic’s flashy neo-noir juggles perspective as it crisscrosses the lives of a soldier-turnedhitman from the former Yugoslavia, his ex-wife, and her new NYPD squeeze in an effectively grim version
of New York City…

New York Magazine 2/27/2006
"Love" is an exquisite thriller, reminiscent of Kurosawa's Rashomon with its non-linear story structure and
multiple point-of-views ....
New York Sun, 4/10/2005
Screening at the 2005 Tribeca Film Festival, Love presents the confirmation of one of the most interesting
emerging directors from the New York scene: Vladan Nikolic, a native of Belgrade, living now in New
York. With his second feature film... the director realized an intense and melancholic thriller... With an
excellent international cast (Sergej Trifunovic, already seen in Cabaret Balkan from Goran Paskaljevic,
and among the best known actors in his country), exceptional photography and with a very low budget,
Vladan Nikolic proves that scarcity of means is not always synonymous to scarcity of possibilities, and
shows himself to be a director of whom we will certainly hear a lot more of in the future.”
Cinemavvenire, Italy, 5/15/2005
‘Love’ unravels in a non-linear narrative and shows the action
multiple times from different characters' points of view, sometimes
exposing a scene in triplicate and revealing a new fact with each
revision of the sequence. Press junkets liken the film to "Pulp
Fiction," but it's more accurate to compare the film to "Memento" in
that we understand the narrative in a rather piecemeal fashion as the
suspense builds and builds until the film finally reaches its fabulous
ending…. The lenswork is gripping at times; the camera seems to come from
impossible points of view. The film is also shot entirely in DV and
accompanied by a semi-surreal deadpan narrator, adding an odd sense of
grit to the feature. In short, it's a highly stylized and fascinating
look at a bevy of well-crafted characters.
The Dartmouth, 4/18/2005
In this stylish, atmospheric thriller, a hit man who learned his deadly craft in the Balkan wars, his beautiful
former lover, and her police officer boyfriend all cross paths in lower Manhattan. The looping, nonlinear
narrative structure and crisscrossing fates of its colorful characters may remind many of Pulp Fiction, but
instead of recycling the hipster argot and rap rhythm of that influential L.A. story of more than a decade
ago, Love gives us a wintry, present-day New York City that is very much a cosmopolitan metropolis, a
city of immigrant hustlers and their Old World accents-the Yugoslavian hit man, the German doctor, the
French coquette, and the Neapolitan crook, and many others. Love is all the more stimulating because of
the elegant simplicity with which it was made; aside from its thriller plot, the spare visual composition and
beautifully lit scenes are alone more than reason enough to see this picture. From its memorable scenes,
which include a killing in a park to the Mexican stand-off inside a church to the dimly lighted nightclub,
where an emcee in drag promises the jaded patrons 'music you've never heard before,' this stylish crime tale
makes the New York scene glow with color-drenched beauty, menace, and mystery.
Tribeca Film Festival Review, 4/15/2005
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Love
By Frank Scheck

Weeds
NEW YORK -- Virtuosity, both of the
Bottom line: "Love"
Hitchcocked
storytelling and technical kind, trumps
proves to be a vivid
The Ron Clark
emotional involvement in "Love,"
exploration of cultural
Story
directed (and written, co-produced and dislocation.
God Sleeps in
edited) by Vladan Nikolic. The fractured
tale of a Bosnian hit man plying his trade in New York, the film is Rwanda
Fight Girls
an atmospheric and complex thriller that, while not quite living up
to its thematic ambitions, more than sustains interest along the
way.
Canterbury Tale/
The story centers on Vanya (Sergej Trifunovic), who learned his
Prisoner
deadly ways during the Balkan wars. Now working as an assassin
Chuck Berry/Neil
to pay off his debt to the crime boss who brought him to America, Young
Vanya is on his last job when he happens to run into his former
Kingdom of Heaven
girlfriend Anna (Geno Lechner), who is now involved with a cop
The Searchers,
(Peter Gevisser). The encounter results in a series of
Stagecoach
complications involving a variety of eccentric characters of various
Phil Silvers, Sgt.
ethnicities, including a German doctor, an Italian crook and a
Bilko
French drag queen.
The complicated tale is rendered even more confusing by the
The Nick Rosen
storytelling style, which involves depicting the same events from
Group
numerous perspectives. Ultimately, the film's noirish atmosphere
Hancock, McBride,
is more compelling than its fractured plot machinations, with the
Redman
pungent dialogue and vivid characterizations compensating for the
Matisyahu
lack of coherence.
Dirty Pretty Things
Daniel Powter
Evocatively photographed in a well-chosen variety of outer
borough locations that well convey the city's grittier aspects, the
ironically titled "Love" proves to be a vivid exploration of cultural
Curtains
dislocation.
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V E N I C E 2 0 0 5 Venice Days

Emotions and cultures collide in Love
by BOYD VAN HOEIJ
05/09/2005
On Friday at midnight, the Venice Days presented the AmericanSerbian co-production Love from director V l a d a n N i k o l i c . A collection
of intersecting urban tales set in New York that overlap in the story of
a Bosnian hit-man, Love is an interesting crossroads of characters,
themes and styles of filmmaking from both the old and new worlds.
The Bosnian hit-man goes by the code name of 'Uncle Vanya' and his
last job before he gets out is supposed to be simple; exchanging
money for drugs in a hotel. The operation goes horribly wrong when
another hit-man also arrives at the scene and people are killed.
Because of the accident, Vanya meets his ex-wife again who works in
the hotel and who is now in a relationship with a police-officer who
wants to investigate the case. Much of the story’s cohesive force
derives from the suitably enigmatic performance of S e r g e j Tr i f u n o v i c
as Vanya, who can be at once a tough killer and a man worrying
about matters of the heart. Vanya is a complex character; having
grown up an orphan in Bosnia, he is religious but does not know
whether his parents were Serb, Croat or Muslim.
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Similar to recent American films with intersecting stories such as 21
grams and Crash, this narrative sometimes goes in reverse gear to
show us how the stories are connected. Nikolic says that the film is
“An American film with a European feel,” a typically American story to
which he has brought his outsider perspective. “Just like in real life,”
the director explains, “you slowly learn new information about people
and situations that might change your opinion”. There is however one
universal constant in Nikolic’s vision of the world. According to the
director, the deceptively simple title of the film is connected to the
ultimate motivation for most of the characters’ actions: “all the
characters do what they believe to be love”.

Love was produced by Jim Stark and Vladan Nikolic for Studio
Belgrade. The film is co-produced by Surla Films, Thoke&Moebius,
Why Not Productions and Mikado. The latter will also distribute the
film in Italy; international sales are handled by Starksales.
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Color

Innovative overlapping narratives, surprisingly multi-dimensional characters
and exquisite cinematography distinguish this cool, cynical thriller about
assimilation and destiny by Vladan Nikolic. In New York, a Yugoslavian
commando-turned-hitman (Sergej Trifunovic) reunites with his ex-wife (Geno
Lechner), a doctor now dating a local cop. Old grievances resurface in a new
landscape as the protagonists and a multi-ethnic cast of supporting characters
are caught in a violent web of intrigue. "Elegantly directed" -- New York Times.
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Man spürt New York in diesem intelligent strukturierten atmosphärisch dichten, modernen Film Noir, an dessen
Herstellung ein Filmvölkchen aus 28 Nationen beteiligt war. Ein Profikiller aus dem ehemaligen Jugoslawien
versucht, Vergangenheit und Schuld hinter sich zu lassen. Die multiperspektivische Erzählweise des Autorenfilmer
Vladan Nikolic lässt faszinierend widersprüchliche Charaktere lebendig werden. Interessant gewählte Metaphern
und eine scheinbar zurückhaltende, jedoch sehr eindringliche Musik geben eine unerwartete Tiefgründigkeit.
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RECENSIONE LOVE (2005)
04 Settembre 2005
Girare un film a budget e tempo ridottissimi: questa
l'impresa in cui è riuscito Vladan Nikolic con il suo 'Love', secondo lungometraggio
che riporta ancora una volta sul grande schermo la tematica dell'immigrazione.
Claudia Catalli
0

L'amore che ritorna
Girare un film a budget e tempo ridottissimi: questa l'impresa in cui è riuscito Vladan
Nikolic con il suo Love, che ha inaugurato le Giornate degli autori nel corso della
62esima Mostra Internazionale d'arte cinematografica di Venezia.
Il regista, originario di Belgrado ma da una decina d'anni newyorkese, ha realizzato in
soli ventuno giorni il suo secondo lungometraggio, di cui è contemporaneamente
sceneggiatore e responsabile di montaggio, dopo quel Burn che vinse il Telluride Film
Festival nel 2001, riportando ancora una volta sul grande schermo la tematica
dell'immigrazione.
Il protagonista è un (ben poco) checoviano Zio Vanja (un convincente Sergej
Trifunovic), nome in codice per identificare quell'uomo invisibile che, trasferitosi dalla
Iugoslavia a New York in seguito della guerra, si è ritrovato immerso in aﬀari loschi
che per forza di cose lo hanno portato a diventare un vero killer professionista. Dopo
anni di vita burrascosa trascorsa nell'anonimato di un paese straniero, per giunta
ormai priva di legami seri (incisiva la scena del dialogo isterico con la presunta attuale
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ragazza: "Mi ami? Rispondimi, mi ami?" "...Mi piaci."), Zio Vanja è alle prese con la sua
ultima missione, almeno secondo gli accordi presi con il suo boss, un ex-agente
segreto di facile corruzione. Ma tutto si complicherà, prenderà pieghe inaspettate che
porteranno quel ragazzo bosniaco - il cui unico sbaglio sottolineato più volte dalla
voce fuori campo era quello di "credere ancora in un paese chiamato Iugoslavia"- a
rapire e quindi fatalmente rincontrare la donna della sua vita, che per una cinica
ironia del destino si rivela essere anche la donna del poliziotto e allora la pellicola si
svolgerà su due binari paralleli: quello della caccia all'assassino e quello, ben più
traballante quanto vibrante di disperazione, della lotta-duello fra killer e poliziotto per
la stessa, sfuggente, amata.
Violenza, squallore e disperazione sono i tratti caratteristici di tutti i personaggi di
questo thriller dalle tinte noir firmato Nikolic, ovvero tutti volti non troppo noti e
scelti ad arte proprio per interpretare al meglio la peculiare condizione di solitudine in
cui ognuno di loro si trova a vivere: la dottoressa serbo-tedesca (interpretata dall'algida
Geno Lechner) che si getta a capofitto sul lavoro "senza frontiere" per dimenticare un
amore ossessivo senza mai riuscirci davvero; il gangster napoletano da quattro soldi
che piange sul letto d'ospedale dell'adorata moglie gravemente malata, cantandogli
con uno straziante flebile sussurro: "Tu sì 'na cosa grande pe' me..."; la giovanissima
barista francese, innamorata e non ricambiata, e persino tradita con il presunto
"ostaggio"; il grande amico, distributore d'improbabili lezioni sull'amore di giorno e
presentatore in un locale gay di sera ("E adesso scusami, torno ad essere donna");
traﬃcanti ispanici e donnette dei vari boss avide di guadagni e, last but not least, il
poliziotto che s'improvvisa scrittore per raccontare tutta questa brutta, squallida,
torbida storia dove la Grande Mela si rivela nient'altro che un sudicio contenitore di
vermi ed esseri insignificanti in balia d'un destino ben più potente di loro.
L'escamotage dello scrittore-personaggio che racconta la storia da lui stesso vissuta in
prima persona fa molto Confessioni di una mente pericolosa, benché in Love risulti
decisamente meno eﬃcace. Al contrario, il titolo è di una precisione graﬃante:
l'amore è il filo rosso che percorre la pellicola, rosso come il colore del sangue, della
violenza, dell'ossessione morbosa. E di fatti il film inizia e finisce nello stesso modo, in
una struttura ad anello incentrata proprio sull'intreccio di fili fra le mani d'una donna,
a simboleggiare quell'intreccio di storie, quel complicato groviglio di vite umane che,
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loro malgrado, si ritrovano a dover interagire nel caos della quotidianità. Un caos fatto
di sentimenti deformi e deformanti che Nikolic riesce a tradurre nel linguaggio
cinematografico in modo suﬃcientemente dignitoso, sempre se considerati tempi e
costi di realizzazione, roteando la macchina da presa a seconda dei punti di vista e
giocando fra flashback e scene parallele in uno stile che evoca (benché molto da
lontano) il grande Tarantino.
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New U.S. Release

Zenith
By JOE LEYDON
A Cinema Purgatorio release of a Sura Films production in association with Solo Films.
Produced by Vladan Nikolic, Djordjine Lekovic, Jason Robards III. Executive producers,
Eric Werthman, Tim Biancalana, Duke Greenhill. Co-producers, Jim Stark, Heather
Murphy. Directed, written by Vladan Nikolic.
With: Peter Scanavino, Jason Robards III, Ana Asensio, David Thornton, Jay O.
Sanders, Zohra Lambert, Didier Flamand.
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Smoothly incorporating influences as diverse as Philip K.
Read other reviews about this film
Dick and Terry Gilliam, "Zenith" commands attention and
POWERED BY
builds suspense by taking inventive detours through
familiar territory. Writer-director Vladan Nikolic's retrofuturistic conspiracy thriller is a low-budget, high-concept mind-teaser, the sort of
provocatively ambiguous sci-fier that often can attract a devoted niche audience and inspire
repeated viewings. Indeed, some ardent admirers may wind up scrutinizing the DVD edition
as carefully as the pic's protagonist studies the videotapes that are crucial to Nikolic's
complex plot.
Filmed on various grungy locales throughout Brooklyn and Queens, "Zenith" imagines a 2044
dystopia where the majority of the citizenry has been "genetically enhanced" to always be happy,
leaving most folks dumbed down and benumbed. Those desperate enough to feel something -anything -- often seek outlaws like Jack (Peter Scanavino), a doctor turned drug dealer who peddles
outdated pharmaceuticals that trigger painful side effects.
When he's not plying his trade or sampling his own products, Jack videotapes his manic ramblings of
words and their definitions, in the hope of preserving his understanding of language and abstract
nouns. Such knowledge is an increasingly rare commodity -- so rare, in fact, that Jack easily attracts
a similarly savvy soul mate, Lisa (Ana Asensio), an exotic dancer who appreciates a guy who can
toss about words like "solace" and "curiosity" between bouts of hot, sweaty sex.
Jack graduates from challenging the system to divining its dark origins when he obtains videotapes
made decades earlier by his long-missing father. Ed (Jason Robards III), an ex-priest turned
obsessed investigator, recorded his efforts to uncover the conspirators -- known collectively as Zenith
-- who devised a method for controlling the populace by imposing chemically enhanced passivity.
Like father, like son: "Zenith" alternates between Ed's fanatical truth-seeking and Jack's own
attempts to identify the string-pullers. Berger (David Thornton), Lisa's way-too-ingratiating husband,
seems a likely suspect. But then again, the pic's sly climax suggests that, in addition to borrowing
from the above-noted influences, Nikolic also was inspired by a certain silent-movie masterwork of
German Expressionism.
Rather than try to transcend his budgetary limitations, Nikolic makes a virtue of necessity, enhancing
the overall mood of mounting dread and pervasive paranoia with production values that hint at the
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brutal pinching of pennies. Like a classic noir, "Zenith" relies heavily and effectively on moodily lit
interiors, evocative music (from composer Luigi Colarullo) and wall-to-wall narration by a not-entirelyreliable protagonist.
Occasionally, Jack sounds a darkly comical note while considering his limitations and
rationalizations. (Speaking of Lisa, he admits: "I lie to myself when I say my interest in her is
linguistic.") For the most part, however, "Zenith" is deadly serious, if not grimly fatalistic, about the
grave new world it depicts.
Scanavino gives a compelling, emotionally varied performance, but Thornton manages some nifty
scene-stealing with his subtle underplaying as Berger.
It's worth noting that in the future according to "Zenith," someone as rich as Berger, who admits to
being 85 years old, can afford enough nipping and tucking to look half his age. Little wonder, then,
that in this future, the wealthy and powerful don't really need happiness drugs.
Camera (color), Vladimir Subotica; editor, Milica Zec; music, Luigi Colarullo; production designer, Brian Goodwin; art
director, Grace G.G. Yun, costume designer, Vera Chow; sound, Mikhail Sterkin; makeup designer and special effects,
Mara Palumbo; assistant director, Heather Murphy; casting, Nina Pratt, Kim Moarefi. Reviewed on DVD, Houston, Jan.
15, 2011. Running time: 93 MIN.
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Movie review: 'Zenith'
To say the least, writer-director Vladan Nikolic's "Zenith" is challenging and elusive; it evokes a bleak view of the human condition
and a sense that pervasive paranoia might well be justified.
February 04, 2011 | By Kevin Thomas
In a post-industrial future, humanity has been genetically altered to experience perpetual happiness and has been robbed of much of its language; one
individual remarks, "What you cannot express in language does not exist in human minds."
This is the premise visionary writer-director Vladan Nikolic uses for his nightmarish "Zenith." He drew inspiration from a series of experiments conducted by
psychology professor Stanley Milgram that were designed to determine whether the participants would obey an authority figure who gave orders that directly
conflicted with their consciences.
To say the least, "Zenith" is challenging and elusive; it evokes a bleak view of the human condition and a sense that pervasive paranoia might well be justified.
Jason Robards III, who has the same sort of authoritative screen presence as his eminent father and grandfather, plays a guru who becomes obsessed with
pursuing a shadowy conspiracy involving a small group of all-powerful individuals. Decades later, his son Jack (Peter Scanavino), a neurosurgeon, finds
himself afflicted with a rare form of epilepsy that allows him to understand words that no one else can anymore.
Tormented and afflicted by seizures, Jack peddles pain-causing drugs designed to relieve the numbness people feel living in a state of perpetual happiness.
One day a stranger hands Jack a videotape that had belonged to his late father — it is the first of 10 that could reveal the nature of the conspiracy that has
plunged humanity into an intellectually stunted state. Many of Nikolic's concerns and motifs are familiar yet their expression here is vivid and idiosyncratic,
designed to intensify a highly contemporary concern about the loss of freedom and power of the individual to secret, manipulative cartels.

"Zenith." No MPAA rating. Running time: 1 hour, 35 minutes. At the Downtown Independent, Los Angeles.
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‘Zenith’ at top of its game
By Brett Michel | Friday, January 28, 2011 | http://www.bostonherald.com | Movie Reviews

Zenith: B
With “Zenith,” “experiment supervisor” Vladan Nikolic aims high with his well-acted paranoid thriller whose
dual narrative splits a run-down present with a dystopian 2044, a world populated by drones genetically
manipulated to live in a haze of happiness.
Back in Obama-era Ameri-ca, Ed Alexander Crowley, a lapsed, scraggly Catholic priest (Jason Robards III),
obsesses over a sprawling, centuries-old conspiracy — one that might explain what happened to the world
in which his son, “Dumb Jack” Crowley (Peter Scanavino), lives.
But Jack is far from stupid — the former brain surgeon has been peddling expired pharmaceuticals on the
black market to people desperate to feel something.
Jack’s also an epileptic, his debili-tating seizures enabling him to understand words long forgotten by most
everyone around him. Most, but not all.
Exotic dancer Lisa (sexy Spaniard Ana Asensio) attracts Jack with her command of language, though he
admits, “I lie to myself when I say my interest in her is linguistic.”
He does this through persistent voiceover narration, a device that helps smooth over a lack of scene
transitions — one area that exposes the film’s budgetary limitations.
Still, the use of dilapidated Brooklyn and Queens locations, creatively photographed by Vladimir Subotic, goes a ways toward selling a future not too far removed
from ones en-visioned by Philip K. Dick or J.G. Ballard.
Ed’s fall from grace was precipitated by an increasing paranoia and theories about the people he believed were responsible for destroying words and their
definitions. Before vanishing, he documented his findings on a series of videotapes, the first of which ends up in his son’s hands some 40 years later. Thus begins
Jack’s quest to locate more tapes and piece together the mystery surrounding his father’s disappearance.
(“Zenith” contains nudity, sex and violence, sometimes simultaneously.)
Article URL: http://www.bostonherald.com/entertainment/movies/reviews/view.bg?articleid=1312532
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Film Review: Zenith
Two men—one in the present and a second in the not-too-distant future—try to unravel the threads of a vast
conspiracy in Vladan Nikolic’s paranoid thriller, whose ingenuity belies its low budget. Not everyone likes having to
think while watching a movie, but viewers who do will find plenty to ponder in this twisty maze of facts that sound like
fiction just a hair stranger than the truth.
Jan 19, 2011
-By Maitland McDonagh
For movie details, please click here.

By the year 2044, mankind has been genetically
engineered to be happy. Like all good
intentions, this one led straight to hell, in this
case a hell of numbness that’s created a
thriving black market for vintage
pharmaceuticals whose unpleasant side effects
make users feel alive. Former doctor “Dumb
Jack” Crowley (Peter Scanavino) is now a
dealer, a lucrative but demanding gig in that he
has to try out the product and has become intimately familiar with a wide spectrum of pain, from mild
discomfort to outright agony.
But there’s more to Jack than meets the eye: He’s discovered that language is going the way of
natural pain—people are forgetting words en masse, and every missing word makes it harder to
formulate complex thoughts. Only Jack, who suffers from a rare and untreatable form of epilepsy that
produces brain-altering seizures, remembers and understands these lost words, and he’s undertaken
the task of creating a permanent record. He keeps this project on the QT, since his vocabulary is
sufficiently rich to allow him to conceive of conspiracies—that’s why he dubbed himself “Dumb Jack.”
If there’s a cabal behind the gradual extinction of sophisticated language, he doesn’t want to be the
tall sunflower.
Enter Mateo (Arthur French), a stranger who turns up at Jack’s door holding the match that will light
Jack’s paranoid fire: a videotape made by Jack’s father, who vanished without a trace years earlier.
What Mateo knows about Ed Alexander Crowley (Jason Robards III) puts what little Jack has
gleaned from scraps of memory and a handful of papers inherited from the mother who abandoned
him as a child into a whole new light.
Ed was a preacher, but at the beginning of the 21st century his waning faith was snuffed out
completely by a penitent’s startling confession. The man claims to have uncovered a vast, centuriesold conspiracy by high-ranking religious leaders to consolidate the world’s wealth and power for
themselves while distracting the masses—up to and including the power brokers and money makers
whose strings they pull behind the scenes—with messages of peace, love and the superiority of the
spiritual over the material. Their history and methods are detailed in a book called Zenith.
Ed’s growing obsession with the Zenith conspiracy destroyed his life: His rants alienated
parishioners, drove away Jack’s mother, sparked fights that got him arrested and generally made him
look like a nut job. But Ed wasn’t insane, says Mateo, and he made ten tapes that will tell Jack
everything he needs to know about how things came to their current sorry state and who’s
responsible. But Mateo only has the first tape, and Jack’s quest to find the others leads straight down
the rabbit hole.
Writer-director Vladan Nikolic (credited onscreen as “Experiment Supervisor”) weaves together
classic conspiracy theories (the Illuminati loom large, as they always seem to), ominous science (like
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the Yale University-based Milgram Experiment, which demonstrated the frightening ease with which
an authority could persuade ordinary, psychologically sound students to torture strangers) and
dystopian visions of a desensitized, crumbling future a la Philip K. Dick and J.G. Ballard, in which
ubiquitous techno-distractions, dispassionate sex and dependence on artificial sensation are
gradually leaching the humanity from the human race. And while shot on the cheap, Vladimir
Subotic’s subtle and resourceful cinematography turns a series of Brooklyn and Queens locations into
a depressingly convincing vision of the dystopia next time.

Film Review: Stone
Film Review: Beastly

ADVERTISEMENT

Zenith can be viewed as a standalone or as part of a “transmedia experience” that interpolates
material spread across more than a dozen websites, including Ed Crowley’s blog and various sites
that purport to explore or debunk the Zenith conspiracy. The transmedia-enhanced Zenith will
probably play best to home viewers, who can alternate watching the movie and accessing the
supplemental material without incurring the wrath of luddites who deplore the glow of smart-phone
screens in movie theatres.
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Jack (Peter Scanavino) makes a living dealing expired pharmaceuticals in “Zenith.’’ (Solo Films/Cinema
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It’s not surprising that Vladan Nikolic’s “Zenith’’ — a low-budget, indie
futuristic thriller trying to get noticed in Oscar season— might resort to
Internet-based gimmicks to intrigue an audience. And there are gimmicks
aplenty.
From the opening teaser that warns of legal threats and “illegal images’’ to the
billing of the director as “Experiment Supervisor,’’ “Zenith’’ is a high-concept,
brave-new-world sci-fi puzzle that invites Internet audiences to fill narrative
gaps by visiting assorted websites and adding their own clues and plot points to
the film’s twists and time leaps.

loading video...
(please wait a moment)

For traditionalists who prefer their movies unfettered and non-interactive,
“Zenith’’ happens to be pretty good, though it’s longer on style and atmosphere
than clarity of storytelling.
The film is set amid a grim wasteland of warehouses in the year 2044. People
have been genetically modified to be happy and ageless, while words like
“solace,’’ “consciousness,’’ and “virtue’’ have been scrapped from the language.
Former medical student Jack (Peter Scanavino), the film’s narrator, makes a
living trolling the stark, graffiti-strewn streets and dealing expired
pharmaceuticals, whose painful side effects are coveted by citizens eager to be
jolted out of their numbness. By night, Jack sits in a squalid room and
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He’s drawn into the web of a conspiracy by the sudden appearance of 30-yearVIDEO PODCAST:
old videotapes made by his late father, Ed (Jason Robards III), a former priest
who became convinced of the existence of a covert group bent on destroying
civilization. This group’s machinations were recorded in a book titled “Zenith.’’
The script plays like a CliffsNotes version of “The Da Vinci Code’’: Jack
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With its bleak fatalism, “Zenith’’ at times echoes futuristic thrillers such as “12
Monkeys’’ and “Children of Men.’’ The shoestring budget is often obvious, with
one too many strobe-light sequences, and it is dispiriting that even a movie set
in 2044 has a gold-hearted hooker as the hero’s object of desire. But “Zenith’’
boasts terrific photography by Vladimir Subotic and offers a few genuine
surprises. Director Nikolic shouldn’t remain “anonymous’’ for long: He gets
solid performances from all the actors and creates an atmosphere of mounting
paranoia that’s grim and chilling.
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What is so wrong with a message in a bottle?
“Experiment supervisor” Vladan Nikolic’s
“Zenith” is a feature film surrounded by
messages in bottles, approaching its desired
status as “a retro-futuristic stem-punk
thriller” in the vein of Philip K. Dick and
Terry Gilliam in a “transmedia” approach with
additional online content and suggestive promotional materials. But the film itself is sufficiently
inventive and imaginative to cut through that thicket of messages and bottles: on hardly a budget at
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all, this jam-packed conceptual agglomeration works on the knife-edge of what Ridley Scott and
company were onto with “Blade Runner.” What decay will encrust the edifices of tomorrow’s unseen
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histories? What becomes of the mind when knowledge is compacted instead of explicated? When
happiness comes from medication but not meditation? Shot in disused and rundown reaches of New
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York City boroughs, “Zenith” is an impressive and certainly downbeat dystopia built from found
locations, insistent hypotheses and studded with superlative acting, termite performances from gifted
actors playing paranoids and conspiracists with unbridled glee. With Jason Robards III, Peter
Scanavino. Some transmedia material is at zeniththefilm.com. 93m. (Ray Pride)
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Not your Dad’s Dystopia: A review of
Zenith
•
•
•

January 18, 2011

“The zenith is the highest point in the sky, directly above the head of the observer.”
Dystopia has been a popular place for decades, particularly in science fiction. In a narrative refreshingly
free of exposition, Zenith makes excellent use of the pre-existing canon to drop us right into the middle of
our hero’s life and times without so much as a by-your leave. Rooms full of re-purposed discards, deals
taking place in seedy back rooms and alleyways, the world being cleanly divided into the haves and the
have not’s and underlying it all, the feeling that the universe has crossed a line somewhere and rather than
head into the shining hope of the future, things are on a downward spiral.
It’s into this gritty future that we follow not one but two stories split between two different times. Ed
Crowley (Father) and Jack Crowley (Son), each obsessively following their own quest to make sense of
their lives and misfortunes; timelines linked by a series of videotapes that have taken on a cult significance
of their own. While both characters, the Father through his videotaped adventures and the Son through the
eye of the camera, are seemingly questing after different issues, they both ultimately arrive at the same
tragic endpoint, faced with a classic “deal with the devil”. A deal that seems to turn out very differently for
both.
For lovers of psychological science fiction, this film is going to rank up there with indie mind-bending
powerhouses like Primer and Being John Malkovitch. No flashy special effects, no rayguns, spaceships or
glittering cities of the future. Instead, like all great science fiction, Zenith hits us with a powerful series of
“what ifs” that take the world as we expect it to be and give it a short, sharp turn on its ear. There are nods
to classic science and speculative fiction buried in here, a nod to Fahrenheit 451 in the idea that certain
words and concepts have fallen into disuse, though whether through deliberate censorship or callous social
disregard is never quite made clear. A touch of the X-Files in the mysterious conspiracy that seems to be
all in the mind of the beholder until it jumps you in a dark alleyway. Some of these are classic tropes given
new life in a new setting, while some are new ideas couched in the speech patterns of an unreliable
narrator.
The sets and locations are surprisingly detailed for an independent production. Layers of time and errata
can be found through all of the primary locations, indeed the sparseness of the environments in the Father’s
story (told through the videotapes) and the lushness of the environments in the Son’s world serve as a clear
visual element to give us a sense of the passage of time. The world has gravitas, rather than feeling as if it
has just been crafted and is awaiting disassembly at the end of the shot. Couple this with an experienced
eye behind the camera and you have a high quality product in a market that is often populated with rookie
plots and cookie-cutter camerawork.
I would be remiss if I didn’t bring into focus this films Transmedia element as well. Both as a part of its
pre-release, and its ongoing storytelling, Zenith has taken the step of jumping into not only live
performance through tagged protests and flash-mob type exposure, but into web as well, telling additional
story elements through several different websites devoted to the characters and events. The largest issue at
stake, I feel, is the entry point for the participant. The relationship between all of these disparate elements
is not always clear, and finding out about them after the fact does leave one with the feeling that they might
have missed something important that will tie the entire experience up into a coherent whole. It makes the
participant feel like they have come into a series with Book 2 instead of starting at the beginning, even
though the film itself does an excellent job of standing alone. The transmedia elements are “added value”
rather than essential elements.
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Zenith is a movie that plays tricks with its audience. Nothing is what it
seems to be with this movie, including its promotional tactics. I’m not
just talking about the extensive J.J. Abrams-esque cult of enigmatic
blogs, websites, and YouTube videos that floated around for six
months leading up to the film’s premiere. Describing itself as a
“retrofuturistic steampunk thriller,” Zenith has flagged attention from
curious art-house critics and the steampunk community alike,
jumping on film festivals for both. Watching, Zenith, however, was a
bit of a deceptive experience. No airships, no sepia-tones, no gears or
tactile technology or mad scientists (though these were plenty of offkilter people, and one strange British accent).
So, did Zenith live up to its hype? Retrofuturistic—okay. Steampunk—
not at all. Thriller—sure, at least I was entertained.
Hatched out of the imagination of filmmaker Vladan Nikolic, Zenith is
set in a dystopian world in the near future, focusing on a wayward
doctor-cum-drug dealer named Jack (Peter Scanavino). The
worldbuilding reads straight from Philip K. Dick story: everyone is
genetically wired to feel happy, and so now people take expired
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medication as a recreational drug in order to feel pain. Jack, our
rough-and-tumble pain dealer, spends his days recording himself on
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his webcam (cue in the cyberpunk, not steam) defining abstract
words, since in this world people have forgotten a lot of their complex
vocabulary in their state of simplified bliss.
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Then, one day Jack gets a VHS tape dropped off at his doorstep (cue
in the retrofuturistic technology). The tape is a recording of his longlost father, Ed Crowley (Jason Robards III), a man investigating
something big having to do with this mysterious Zenith organization.
And that leads Jack on the search to find his father.

Th e D e se cr a t or by Steven Brust

The film jumps back and forth to the journeys Jack and Ed each take,

Fir st bor n by Brandon Sanderson

investigating layers of obfuscation, confronting fedora-wearing thugs,
and entering underground parties reminiscent of the Lower East Side
club scene.
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Tropes lurk about in his shady world of grey morals. Besides the
various Black Men Who Die First (the fate of evey one except for a
hospital orderly), Jack is saddled with The Cookoolander Was Right in
the form of foul-mouthed Oberts (Jay O. Sanders), a bookseller whose
accent travels up and down the length of England and Lisa (Ana
Asensio) as The Hooker with the Heart of Gold, while Ed’s neighbor
Dale (Raynor Scheine) becomes his reluctant cameraman. Sandwiched
between numerous artistically done sex scenes, drugged out
surrealism, and Ed’s investigative vids, is a threadbare, cohesive plot.
Eventually, Jack and Ed run into a somewhat-surprising Temporal
Paradox that makes everyone question reality. The performances were
all a bit over the top but some are considerably creepy, particularly
David Thorton’s portrayal of Lisa’s deceptively benign father.
The ending can cause viewers to scratch their heads in wonderment
about who is Jack, who is Ed, and what is the reality they both live in.
Some might crack it up to be just another sci-fi trope, but for this
viewer, perhaps the film suggests something more.
On the train home after the film screening, I watched a hipster
wearing a patchwork scarf and a houndstooth coat practice acrobatic
moves on a nearly empty subway car. This surreal experience seemed
to echo the impression I got from Zenith—a weird reflection of current
reality, and despite being an odd example of artsy obscura, it was
nonetheless an experience not quickly forgotten.
Zenith is currently playing at various film festivals across the
country; the most current listing can be found here.
Ay-leen the Peacemaker is the founding editor of the multicultural
steampunk blog Beyond Victoriana. She lives and works in New York
City, which at times feels very much like life in a Philip K. Dick novel
too.
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‘Zenith’: a future that looks all too believably grim
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You don’t need much money to serve up a chillingly realistic vision of the future — a fact Jean-Luc
Godard demonstrated with “Alphaville” in 1965 and restated by writer-director Vladan Nikolic in his new
film “Zenith.”
“Alphaville” was filmed on carefully selected Paris locations — mostly gleaming new office towers — that
made the future look well-designed and totalitarian.
“Zenith” was shot in various bombed-out districts in New York City — from the looks of it, mostly in
Brooklyn or Queens — and in a mansion on Long Island Sound in Connecticut to show us a vision of
2044 that looks like the result of the public policies and financial disaparity of today.
The mass, uneducated population lives in decaying factory buildings and warehouses — where the
middle class worked in long-vanished 20th century manufacturing jobs. The have nots scramble for a
living in “service” jobs like drug dealing and prostitution, while the rich and the educated live in luxurious
compounds.
The rich have finally found the fountain of youth — suggested by
today’s advances in medicine and plastic surgery — and look
somewhere around 35 when they are actually 80 or older.
The protagonist, Jack (very well played by the New York stage actor
Peter Scanavino), makes a living selling vintage drugs from the turn
of the century — long-expired medications that cut through some of
the numbness and hopelessness of America 40 years from now.
Jack gets sucked into the paranoia of his father — a priest who fell
from grace and married a prostitute.
Jack’s dad eventually became obsessed with conspiracy theories
involving the global rule of organizations such as the Council on
Foreign Relations, the Bilberberg group, etc. and left behind a series
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of VHS tapes detailing his investigations.
Jack starts finding the tapes and like his dad begins to believe he is one of the few of the masses who
knows how the system was rigged against people like him.
“Zenith” revisits material that has been explored in many other dystopian stories, but it is given a fresh
feel through Nikolic’s ability to immerse us in a believably detailed future.
And the characters feel real because the director was lucky enough to get excellent performers like
Scanavino and theater veterans Arthur French, Zohra Lampert and Jay O. Sanders.
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It’s amazing what you can still put on a screen with nothing but talent.
(“Zenith is now playing at Real Art Ways in Hartford and is set to open at the Criterion Cinemas, New
Haven.)
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Zenith, a lo-fi dystopic thriller billing itself as "a lost object from the future," was conceived and directed
by Vladan Nikolic, a filmmaker and Media Studies professor at the New School; the film is currently
playing at the Kraine Theater, below the KGB Bar. We—I do actually mean "we," Ben Sutton and
Henry Stewart contributed to this interview as well—emailed back and forth with Nikolic about the film's
vision of the future, shooting in Brooklyn, and the film's extended online universe.
Your previous film was a documentary (2007's The City), and before that two fiction films
(2005's Love and 2001's Burn); do you find it difficult as a writer, editor and director, to go
back and forth between these two modes of filmmaking? Are there ways in which they
inform each other?
The films deal with similar themes and were inspired by stories of people who came to NY—in Burn the
film dealt with immigrants from the former Yugoslavia, in Love, the protagonist were from all over the
world, who cross each other's paths by chance, and in The City I tried to find people as different as possible
—in terms of background, social
status, work—and see if there are common threads of why they have come and stayed in this city—what are
their shared experiences. The background of all these stories came out of my encounters, experiences
and fascinations with NYC. In terms of form, I find the documentary to be more liberating—and rewarding,
because of the people one gets to know, and share their lives for a while. I think it's good to go
back-and-forth between these forms, as these stories inform and inspire each other.
The casts, stories and timelines of your fiction films are very disjointed: you work with very
international casts, often dealing with issues of displacement, immigration and diaspora,
and your films are organized in a non-linear narrative style. Are these choices of aesthetic,
casting, editing and storytelling complimentary? Do you think there's a way in which the
disconnected timelines in your films provoke a sense of confusion and disorientation for
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viewers that is similar to the cultural displacement experienced by some of your characters?
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I did try to reflect the characters' stories in the form and timeline of the film. It's also about trying to show
different points-of-views; I like to see a film that makes me work as a viewer and stays with me after it's
over—but I also like genre and entertainment, so I'm trying to mix all that together, and make it coherent
and interesting—as much as I can.

Every political movement
needs a song.

The world of the film spills over to a number of websites (many more linked to here), which
reminds us of what scholars have said about cult films and TV shows: that they become so
because they create fully fleshed-out alternate universes for fans to imagine themselves into.
And indeed, both indie and studio films (often through merchandising tie-ins) are
increasingly invested in creating "'verses" that are extensions of their films. Do you expect
Zenith's online world to take on a life beyond the film? Did you develop all the sites yourself?
The trans-media aspect of Zenith was always a part of the overall project—because of its themes and
structure, I thought this would be the perfect film to try to expand the storyline and audience interaction
beyond the film. While I had this basic concept and wrote the script years ago, it just so happened that
everything came together at the right time—with social media, the web etc. and everybody now talking
about this type of audience engagement—but this means different things to different people. In Zenith, the
film intentionally leaves space for the viewer to interpret the story in his or her own way. Entering the
online world is not necessary to understand the film, but it can add other layers to the story, and hopefully
it will be interesting enough to continue to live beyond the film.
As for making the actual sites, all I can do is a simple wordpress blog, but I have a team of incredible
collaborators—Ken Anderson, Jenn Begeal, Melissa Hudson, just to name a few key people—who have done
incredible work and created the online world.
Screening the film in the KGB Bar complex is an appropriately dystopic retro-futuristic touch
—is there anything different about watching a film there? Was Soviet culture an influence on
the film?
We're planning a whole "experience," including live performance, shorts, in-theater trans-media etc—it's an
unusual film and we thought this venue would fit it perfectly: Soviet culture was not a direct influence for
the film, but it provides a nice back-drop.
Some of the film's conspiracy theory content reminded one of our writers of Jared Loughner,
such as the focus on using language as a means of control, or the suggestion that conspiracy
is the purview of the mentally unbalanced. Have you made any of those kinds of connections
in the wake of the incident?
It's eerie how reality can sometimes resemble fiction. These themes have been around for a while, but with
the web they have become ubiquitous. The concept of language as a tool of control or manipulation has
become well-known through at least two dystopian classics—Orwell's 1984, and
Huxley's Brave New World. Conspiracy theories, on the other hand, have been around seemingly forever,
but nowadays we have this phenomenon that even the most far-flung conspiracies have entered the
mainstream. Sociologists say that people usually embrace conspiracy theories more when they feel
powerless to change things—I think now we have also the problem that, although we live in this hypercommunication society, many people have lost any sense of community and empathy; they have become
desensitized—so you have someone sinking into delusional states of mind, and only after something terrible
happens, people remember that he had problems for a long time.
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One of our writers recognized Sunset Park; where else in Brooklyn did you shoot? How did
you find the locations? Did you have to do any work to make the outerboroughs look like a
dystopic future? Are the outerboroughs really so despairing?

James Freed
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We shot most of the film around Brooklyn's Sunset Park, Gowanus, a bit in Williamsburg, and in Queens—
these were just areas that had that perfect "post-industrial" backdrop, where you have these amazing semidecrepit, semi-abandoned buildings, but they still carry all that history of a past era. We also wanted to
shoot inside Domino's in Williamsburg, but they wouldn't let us. To me, these places are really not
despairing, they have character—and I wish they would keep them and use them for something creative, like
they did in Berlin initially, where they gave artists these huge abandoned buildings in former East Berlin to
make shows and performances, instead of tearing them down and building these weird steel & glass
atrocities.
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"Brutal Beauty" and "Zenith": New and not-to-miss on video | Twin Cities Daily Planet
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"Brutal Beauty" and "Zenith": New and not-to-miss on video
BY JIM BRUNZELL III, THE OPTIMISTIC PESSIMIST
February 23, 2011

As a film journalist in the Twin Cities, I try to catch almost everything that gets released in town. In other
cases, I get intrigued about films that don't open in the Twin Cities and I have to get them through Netflix or
Red Box—which has its benefits, of course, but it's not the same as seeing a film on the big screen. Two films
released on DVD yesterday—the sci-fi noir Zenith and the sports documentary Brutal Beauty: Tales of the
Rose City Rollers—didn't open in the Twin Cities, and both are certainly worth a look, even if it's on your
home television or computer and not at your local theater.
Zenith comes with the tag line, "The Film They Don't Want You to See," and it's directed by "Anonymous,"
which would seem to be two strikes against it normally, but Zenith is a nifty futuristic noir that will improve in
repeat viewings. The less you know about the film the better, but with that said, this low-budget feature works
wonders with an original story, complicated editing schemes and lighting throughout the film, turning areas of
Brooklyn and Queens into convincing wastelands to convey the story's year: 2044. There are two storylines,
which unfold concurrently; Ed, an ex-priest, gave up the church in search of the elusive "Zenith" conspirators,
who are drugging all humans into a nirvana-like state without feeling any pain. During Ed's investigation, he
has been making videotapes of each episode and labeling the VHS tapes for documentation. Jump to 2044,
where Ed's son, Jack, a former doctor turned drug dealer selling expired pharmaceutical drugs, to give
humans pain again, is given the first tape in his father's search to uncover the conspiracy behind "Zenith."
Director "Anonymous," a.k.a. Vladan Nikolic, has plenty of fun evoking old sci-fi tricks (authors Richard
Matheson and Philip K. Dick come to mind), but half the fun of Zenith is riding an inventive Mobius-strip
narrative without getting tangled and letting the pieces fit into place. Nikolic, responsible for the screenplay too,
lets the future play out with limitless possibilities.
After my disdain for Drew Barrymore's flimsy roller
derby film Whip It, I can forget those awful memories
and cherish new ones of roller derbies in the new
documentary Brutal Beauty, about Portland, Oregon's
Rose City Rollers. With names such as "Madam
Bumpsalot," "Scratcher In the Eye," and "Blood Clottia,"
they participate in the violent—and, from the looks of it,
exhausting sport, getting more than bruises for their
efforts. Using a fly-on-the-wall approach, director Chip
Mabry interviews many of the women/players and gets
personal stories about their past and how they got
involved in the sport. One of the better ones told comes
from Marollin' Monroe, who wanted to be on a team;
when a friend from high school asked her to come to
the tryouts, she goes and stayed with the sport, while
her friend quit two weeks later.
The highlight of the doc might have nothing to do with
actual derby play but with the explanation of the rules.
Working at Voodoo Doughnuts in Portland, the coach of
the Rose City Rollers, grabs donuts off his tray and
smothers chocolate on certain old-fashioned ones, moving plain donuts around each other; earning huge
laughs, he explains the rules better than anyone in the movie. Showing two different sides to the sport, one
within Portland and the other on the national circuit, Mabry's doc brings an energetic spark in capturing these
women not only as tough players but as women with surprising big hearts. The release of Brutal Beauty makes
me think about our own Minnesota Roller Girls and North Star Roller Girls; I, for one, will be dragging friends
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When a film's director is billed in the opening credits as its "Experiment Supervisor," you
know you're in for a different sort of cinematic experience. Such is the case with Vladan
Nikolic's "Zenith," a futuristic thriller whose intriguing premise is undercut by a
gimmicky execution that encourages its viewers to fill in the numerous narrative gaps by
logging onto to a variety of websites. Simply watching the movie makes you feel
practically lazy.
The film, set in the year 2044, depicts a society in which unhappiness has been
genetically removed from people's make-ups, resulting in a population that is not so
much euphoric as simply numb. So numb, in fact, that a thriving black market exists for
pharmaceuticals whose negative side effects are seen as desirable. Oh, and for some
reason the ability to fully understand language has been partially removed in the process.
The anti-hero, Jack (Peter Scanavino), is a former doctor who now illegally deals such
substances. But when he is exposed to a videotape made decades earlier by his father
(Jason Robards III) warning of the vast conspiracy responsible for society's current messy
condition, he becomes obsessed with investigating the mystery, the secrets of which
apparently are revealed on a series of missing tapes.
That's when the viewer must get to work, as to fully solve the puzzle -- or, as the media
notes put it, the "transmedia storyline" -- one must go online to a series of websites
including YouTube.
Frankly, it's all too much work, and one comes away wishing that more effort had been
spent on the actual film, which tends to overly meander owing to its endless series of
explanatory monologues. (A few sex scenes in which Jack engages with a beautiful but
mysterious prostitute, played by Ana Asensio, help to alleviate the boredom.)
Still, there's no denying that the writer-director displays some real conceptual
imagination, and the barren, postapocalyptic landscape, shot in rundown New York
neighborhoods, has an all-too-convincing feel. "Zenith" probably won't achieve the cult
status to which it aspires, but its creator is a talent to watch.
Opened: Friday, Oct. 1 (Surla Films)
Production: Solo Films
Cast: Peter Scanavino, Jason Robards III, David Thornton, Ana Asensio, Raynor Scheine,
Jay O. Sanders, Bernie Rachelle, Arthur French, Zohra Lampert
Director/screenwriter/director of photography: Vladan Nikolic
Producers: Vladan Nikolic, George Lekovic, Jason Robards III
Executive producers: Eric Werthman, Tim Biancalana, Duke Greenhill
Editor: Milica Zec
Production designer: Brian Goodwin
Costume designer: Vera Chow
Music: Luigi Colarullo
No rating, 93 minutes
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Peter Scanavino plays Jack, an epileptic drug dealer, in Vladan Nikolic’s “Zenith.”

His Dad Left a Conspiracy; You’re Invited to the Hunt
By JEANNETTE CATSOULIS
Published: January 18, 2011
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Watching “Zenith,” a self-described “retro-futuristic steampunk
thriller,” can make you feel like the confused hero of “Memento” —
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dystopia, where the eradication of human suffering has
given rise to a black market in agony-inducing drugs.
Exploiting this, an epileptic dealer (Peter Scanavino)
peddles expired pharmaceuticals — until mysterious videotapes from his deceased father
persuade him that conspiracy hunting is much more fun.
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With a creator, Vladan Nikolic, who bills himself as “Experiment Supervisor” and lards
the screen with denials of responsibility should you be harmed by “illegal material” and
stroboscopic lighting, “Zenith” comes across as oppressively gimmicky. But as the dealer
navigates a plot dense with incest, bioengineering and a heart-of-gold hooker, the
cinematographer, Vladimir Subotic, transforms sections of Brooklyn and Queens into a
gritty wasteland. Whether or not you choose to visit the film’s online hub, Mr. Subotic
works hard to ensure that you won’t regret visiting the theater.
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Film
Oklahoma Gazette Wed, 12-22-2010
by Rod Lott

Crime and science fiction collide in the inventive thriller “Zenith,” scheduled for a single showing at the Oklahoma
City Museum of Art.
Friday
Contrary to the belief of film execs, not everyone hitting the cinemas at Christmastime wants to see Reese Witherspoon in a
romantic comedy or Jack Black being tied up by little people.
For those seeking a decidedly different, off-off-Hollywood experience, you’ll get it — and then some — in “Zenith.”
The self-described “retro-futuristic steampunk thriller” plays locally for one showing only: 7:30 p.m. Thursday at the
Oklahoma City Museum of Art, 415 Couch, so catch as catch can.
Directed by “Anonymous” (in reality, New York-based filmmaker Vladan Nikolic), “Zenith” takes place in 2010 and 2044, as
Ed Crowley (Jason Robards III) pursues a modern-day conspiracy, leaving behind a tape for his son, Jack (Peter
Scanavino), to puzzle out in the far future. Possessing a secret power, Jack peddles pain-inducing drugs on the black
market when his world gets turned upside down by the arrival of Dad’s video; nine more must be found.
Throw in a few sex scenes with a beautiful dancer (Ana Asensio) along the deadly path, and Nikolic delivers a trippy,
frontal-lobe screwer that plays like the illegitimate spawn of “ ,” “Memento” and “12 Monkeys.” While void of recognizable
faces, the highly imaginative picture exudes slick visuals while harboring a fierce streak of independence.
Forever blurring the line between media, the “Zenith” experience continues after the credits, with specially created blogs,
forums and YouTube videos designed to spiral viewers further down the film’s narrative rabbit hole. (Start at www.
stopzenith.com and www.z-search.org.)
Tickets are $8. For more information, call 236-3100 or visit www.okcmoa.com

From: http://npaper-wehaa.com/oklahoma-gazette/2010/12/22/?article=1120298
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Zenith - As usual, the future is all messed up. - Screen - Movie Reviews & Features - Pittsburgh City Paper
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POSTED ON JANUARY 27, 2011:

Zenith
As usual, the future is all messed up.
By Al Hoff

Who? What? Where?
Viewers juggle two narratives in writer-director Vladan Nikolic's moody sci-fi thriller, Zenith. In the present day, we follow a former priest named
Ed as he tries to uncover a conspiracy known as "Zenith." The other plotline unspools in 2044: Ed's son, Jack, a drug-dealer in a messed-up
world, finds his father's videotapes. Further complicating Jack's already confused existence are a beautiful prostitute with a powerful daddy; a
conspiracy buff; and some people trying to kill him.
Nikolic's low-budget indie is well produced, with clever location shooting that uses our busted-up present as a grimmer future. (One colorful thing
grim futures always have: strip clubs that blast techno music.) The film has antecedents in assorted time-, space- and mindbenders such as La
Jetée/12 Monkeys and Primer, as well as dozens of paranoiac dystopic works.
What's real? Is there a conspiracy? Whom to trust? Answers are fluid, but here's a clue: Twice Ed recounts the infamous Milgram experiment of
the 1960s, in which subjects were instructed to administer crippling, even lethal shocks to strangers. Thus, one can be powerless even when he
believes he's in control. An authority may simply be manipulating one toward a larger, secretive goal. And then, there's that meta-narrative about
what you, the viewer, are getting suckered into believing ... 10 p.m. Fri., Jan. 28, and 10 p.m. Sat., Jan. 29. Oaks (Al Hoff)

URL for this story: http://www.pittsburghcitypaper.wshttp://www.pittsburghcitypaper.ws/gyrobase/Content?
oid=oid%3A90431
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A scene from Vladan Nikolic's Zenith.
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Zenith
BY GLENN HEATH JR. ON JANUARY 16, 2011
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"SOMETIMES THE ABSENCE OF PAIN IS MORE DANGEROUS
Tweet
BUY ON AMAZON:
3
than the pain itself," says a doctor during the final sequence in
VIDEO
the futuristic conspiracy thriller Zenith, a loony cinematic
Like
experience that envisions a world where complex language is
extinct and self-inflicted hurt remains a pastime of choice. This particular future houses a
civilization grown collectively mute by biological warfare and genetic purification, with those who
remember the meaning of words wielding great power. As a result, writer-director Vladan
Nokolic's low-budget mind game uses specific prose to incite conflict and deception, following exdoctor turned drug dealer Jack (Peter Scanavino) as he investigates his missing father's quest to
unearth a secret society and its controlling doctrine called "Zenith." Structured by a fluctuating,
rambling voiceover narration that calls attention to the aesthetics of screenwriting while
reinforcing a disjointed sense of place, Zenith often feels most dynamic when language fails to
contain the increasingly ambitious narrative concerns.
As a hero, Jack is a typical lone wolf searching for an ideological place to call home,
cynical because of life's unfair twists yet honorable enough to see the potential hope glimmering
on the droll horizon. His loyal sidekick, Nimble (Al Nazemian), like most of the citizenry
populating the film, is too devolved to utter a word, making Jack's life incredibly isolated and
quiet. In between selling drugs to an underground populace yearning for pain, Jack makes oneman videotapes where he defines vast amounts of vocabulary so he won't forget their meanings.
When Jack rediscovers an outlandish series of tapes his father made decades previous about a
global conspiracy to control the world through passivity, Zenith jettisons its hero into a fractured
noirish underbelly of seedy strip clubs, posh mansions, and rain-drenched alleys. Nokilic
juxtaposes Jack's present quest with the footage of Ed's exploits, each growing more layered as
information unfolds.
Despite its rough production edges, including some terrible handheld cinematography and
shoddy performances, Zenith captures the dying pulse of a uniquely confined nationalized state
silenced by growing corruption and decadence. Rotting walls, blown-out windows, and boardedup doors make up the film's crumbling infrastructure, and Nokilic manages to infer a burgeoning
sense of panic, at least in those still able to understand the implications of their actions. When
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Jack meets a Spanish stripper named Lisa (Ana Asensio), the film delves headfirst into erotic
tangents infused with long sessions of sex and camaraderie that distract the characters from their
overarching concerns. Contrast Jack's gullibility with Ed's growing paranoia and you've got a
strange template for generational traumas permeating a special brand of menace. But flashbacks,
voiceover, and slow motion represent an authoritarian distrust, aesthetics meant to manipulate
Jack's grip on reality. This constant battle between form and function makes Zenith a foggy
window into a haunting potential future bursting with uncertainty.
Jake's hallucinatory self-realization process becomes more important than the film's
attempt at twisty ambiguity, making Zenith rife with trap doors and reversals, hidden corridors
and dark corners holding potentially devastating information. Jack comes to understand how an
idea spreads from one personality to the next, not in the same vein as Inception , but through a
viral approach to human interaction. During the strange third act, derangement seems to spread
from one character to the next like a plague, infecting not only the players but also the film itself.
Images grow shakier, while the audio often overlaps classical music, pop songs, and ambient noise
as if to fill any potential voids in Jack's point of view. The film's messy pacing ultimately
undermines the frequently enthralling themes at play, and the indescribably odd ending only
sends the viewer off more confused.
Still, Zenith shoots for the moon and accomplishes a lot of complexity with very little
money or professionalism. "The most dangerous people are idealists," Lisa says after another roll
in the hay with Jack. Our hero smiles to himself, unaware that her words will have ramifications
far beyond their surface romance. The clues to Jack and Ed's complimentary mania are hidden in
the details, and even though Zenith fails to make these clear to even the audience at some points,
there's plenty of worthwhile paradoxes making this grim psychology session worth watching.
Vladan Nikolic S C R E E N P L A Y : Vladan Nikolic C A S T : Peter Scanavino, Jason Robards III, David
Thornton, Ana Asensio, Raynor Scheine, Jay O. Sanders, Al Nazemian D I S T R I B U T O R : Cinema Purgatorio
R U N T I M E : 93 min.
R A T I N G : NR Y E A R : 2010

DIRECTOR(S):
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Zenith
An impressive sci-fi feature combines Orwell, Philip K. Dick and Kathryn Bigelow. By Patrick Z. McGavin
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Serbian-born Nikolic’s visually imposing feature is a tightly wound and often eerily
suggestive science-fiction thriller that grafts Orwell, Philip K. Dick and parts of Godard’s
Alphaville with Kathryn Bigelow’s Strange Days. The story oscillates between a dystopian
future of 2044 (nicely rendered in Brooklyn and Queens locations), where people are
genetically hot-wired to only feel “happy,” and a suitably scruffy and dank present (conjured
through VHS recordings). The points converge when Jack (Scanavino), a black-market drug
dealer, tries to acquire a series of underground videocassettes his father, Ed (Robards),
made to validate his theories of sinister forces trying to control society.
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In terms of imagery, the movie certainly impresses, as in a scene of an illicit transaction
unfolding in a drained-out pool on a wintry day. Vladimir Subotic’s cinematography and
Brian Goodwin’s production design are draped in surreal, almost offhand menace. Nikolic,
who credits himself as “experiment supervisor,” capably moves between the time frames,
but he’s better with mood and atmosphere than story and character. The women, especially
Lisa (Asensio), a sex worker, are stunning but largely treated like mannequins. Despite a
strong start, the movie is weighed down by its flat, somewhat repetitive middle passages.
Fortunately, Nikolic recovers with a disturbing ending. It doesn’t begin to answer all the
questions the film poses, but it certainly announces the arrival of a credible and gifted young
filmmaker.
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Zenith
The Anachronistic World of Steampunk Art series opens with a film, concert and art show
at Zeitgeist
click to enlarge

Zeitgeist opens an ongoing multidisciplinary series titled "Anachronistic World of Steampunk Art" with a film and concert
Friday, Feb. 4. There's also an art show. The feature film Zenith by Vladan Nikolic combines retro and futuristic elements —
and bills itself as steampunk — but ultimately it's a dystopic conspiracy thriller with some crafty nods to Fight Club and the
novel Fahrenheit 451, with some Blair Witch Project jittery hand-cam effects.
Steampunk is most simply summed up as a time-warping fusion of technology and aesthetics, as in a computer powered
by a steam engine or space travelers in Victorian garb. In Zenith, there's a time gap bridged by videotapes. In 2044, the
main character Jack (Peter Scanavino) is disillusioned with his world and believes global conspiritorial activities are
depriving individuals of free will. He's convinced the masses have been genetically altered to be blissfully ignorant,
rendering them intellectually blank and apolitical. On the personal side, his father was obsessed with conspiracies, and Jack
traces both his father's identity and shadowy figures and plots via a series of videotapes left for him to discover. The tapes
allow Zenith to jump back and forth in time, and there are scenes with Jack talking to the camera, suggesting he also is
making tapes (digital messages in a bottle) for future generations — or actually, the viewing audience, in order to spur us
to join the resistance movement.
Jack finds fellow travelers in an erudite prostitute and an embittered bookshop owner. In both the present and
videotaped past, mysterious agents and thugs seem to close in on people who may be on the brink of exposing the
Bilderbergers or whatever grand cabal it is that the rebellious individuals are probing.
Vladan's film often is entertainingly fast-paced and visceral — like Fight Club — in heated nightclub sex scenes, drug
deals and a couple of bruising interrogations. At other times, it delves into obscure maundering and paranoia. Heavy use of
conspiracy buzzwords and some contrivances (like the official billing "a film by anonymous") may help it become a cult film
for people who enjoy conspiracy kitsch, but it indulges a few too many conspiracy cliches. Vladan's fi
lmmaking is
impressive, but the movie is more enjoyable as pulp fiction than the ominous, almost believable harbinger he seems to
have had in mind.
Also screening are the short films Cell Phone Psycho by local filmmaker David S. White and Nickel Children. Tickets $7
general admission, $6 students/seniors, $5 Zeitgeist members. — Will Coviello
Feb. 4
Zenith
7:30 p.m. Friday-through Feb. 10
Zeitgeist Multi-Disciplinary Arts Center, 1618 Oretha Castle Haley Blvd., 827-5858; www.zeitgeistinc.net
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Define “Conspiracy,” Dumb Jack
By Fearless Young Orphan

Zenith (2010)
Directed by Vladan Nikolic

Okee dokee. What we’ve got here is the kind of
thing that gets called “experimental” by many
because damned if they can figure out the genre
into which they can pigeonhole the film. I believe
Netflix has it listed as science fiction and then adds
the adorable little phrase “mind-bending,” which is
the word they use to imply, “If you don’t care for ambiguity and weirdness, you might
want to move quietly away.” If you then read further to the customer reviews, you will see
another interesting back-and-forth of “loved it” or “hated it” reviews. This is always a
great sign that a movie is worth seeing, because whether you end up loving it or hating it,
it at least will have contributed something to your thoughts.
Zenith contributed greatly to my thoughts, and I put myself in the “loved it” camp on this
one – of course, or I wouldn’t be discussing it here, would I? But it will bug the everloving
crap out of many, so I’ll try to put some clues out here that indicate whether or not you’ll
get to keep your everloving crap if you should watch the movie.
The film’s tag line and cover art play into the plot, first of all, and it is important to be in on
the joke. The movie touts itself as being “the film they don’t want you to see” and “the
truth behind the conspiracy” and so on, and it is filmed in a style that often borders on
documentary-style expose. This is all part of the story. This is not a film about exposing a
conspiracy but about two different men, father and son, who believe that a conspiracy is
taking place in their world and their rather bungling lone investigations.
We get the story from the viewpoint of Dumb Jack, who is not in fact dumb at all but highly
intelligent pretending to be dumb, so as not to cause trouble. He lives in the year 2044,
when humans have been genetically enhanced to always be happy, which has resulted in a
general population numbness. Jack is a medical school dropout who turned drug dealer,
selling illegal expired medications because of the excruciating pain they cause. People

desperately seek pain because it is now the only thing that makes them feel alive.
Everybody does look almost catatonic. When Jack visits nightclubs that are steamy with
sexuality, there is not one excited expression on any face. It is like a dead world. Jack
laments the loss of language and the stupification of the population, and drills himself
every day on the meanings of words like “virtue” and “consciousness.” When he meets
Lisa, a clipped beauty who knows the word “solace,” he follows her down a rabbit’s hole of
wealth and horror.
Jack (Peter Scanavino, a very
interesting actor) narrates the story
of how he comes to discover the
work of his father Ed, who was
probably insane, through the
transmission of old video tapes that
document his father’s investigation.
Ed was sure that a conspiracy was
taking place in the world which
meant to turn most of the
population into always-happy, idiot
slaves while a very select few people
Not an easy day for Dumb Jack. Just a gentle warning,
became richer and richer. Ed’s
brought to you by the good people at Zenith.
obsession with the conspiracy
caused his wife to leave him, taking little Jack along. How these videotapes are now
coming into Jack’s possession is a curiosity, as they seem to appear from odd sources with
perfect timing. There are ten tapes in all, and as Jack obtains and watches them, seeing
his father trundling in and out of shabby homes as he questions frightened people, Jack
becomes convinced that his father was right and that the world of idiot-slaves has come to
pass.
What exactly Jack means to do about it is nothing much, because he is more interested in
rescuing Lisa and running with her to a safer place. But just because you’re paranoid
doesn’t mean they aren’t out to get you, and nothing goes as Jack planned.
Now this all probably sounds interesting enough, so here are my warnings:
1. The film is edited in a way I might call “crafty” but which others call “pretentious.”
Scenes are out of order, or they repeat, and Jack is not always inclined to explain with
any clarity what is happening. The timelines sometimes overlap. Scenes start abruptly
and end without resolution. The list goes on; this is an independent film which does not
conform to rules. My recommendation for movies filmed like this is always to relax, and

not try very hard to make a chronological sense out of things. Your subconscious will
often work out the details for you over time.
2. The movie is dark, grim and brutal. There is a lot of nudity and sex, some of it
incestuous. Also, and there is a warning about this at the beginning of the film, there are
many strobe lights which can cause seizures in the susceptible and which cause
headaches in people like me. Now, I thought the film looked great, conveying the style
of decay and hopelessness perfectly. But if you are wanting to see a “pretty” film, this
won’t be the place you’ll find it.
3. The ending enrages and/or confuses many viewers. I won’t spoil. It’s ambiguous. I
have read at least three different perfectly logical explanations of “what happens” and
while I happen to agree with one of them, there’s no reason to assume that must be the
correct one. Nothing is tied up neatly. Come to think of it, nothing is tied up at all. I
might even consider the ending a weakness, except that once I had a chance to think it
over, I became convinced of its value. This is Jack’s story, after all.
Zenith, thus named because that is what the informed call the conspiracy, has made me
think ever since I came to its end. I love a movie that makes me think. I loved Jack’s
obsession with language and words as I share the same predilection. Even with an ending
that does not perfectly satisfy, the experience is still well worth the time, but only if you
are drawn down the weird end of the spectrum. Some are calling Zenith fascinating and
some are calling it “the two hours I’ll never get back” (my least-favorite movie criticism –
as if there are ever two hours that one would get back). I’m joining the “fascinating” camp
and invite you to see if you’d like to come sit with us.

!
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Review: Vladan Nikolic’s ‘Allure’ Shows
New York Through Immigrants’ Eyes
By JEANNETTE CATSOULIS

MARCH 6, 2015

Allure&Madeleine(Assas(as(a(French(journalist(in(this(film(by(Vladan(Nikolic,(which(
opened(on(Friday.(Credit(Kostic(Films(and(Surla(Films(
(
(

The(complicated(lives(of(four(immigrant(women(casually(intersect(in(
“Allure,”(a(title(that(accurately(reflects(the(seductive(quality(of(its(blackG
andGwhite(images.(The(SerbianGborn(director,(Vladan(Nikolic,(seems(to(
have(a(knack(for(choosing(dexterous(cinematographers.((He(has(twice(
used(his(wildly(gifted(countryman(Vladimir(Subotic.)(Here(he(passes(the(

reins(to(Aleksandar(Kostic,(who(turns(New(York(City(into(a(dreamy(
melting(pot(of(conflict(and(yearning.(
Playing out in 2011 against the backdrop of the Occupy movement, this
largely improvised drama mixes professional and nonprofessional actors in a
loosely constructed portrait of immigrant uncertainty. A willowy Estonian
escort (Diana Lotus) fights her American husband for custody of their
daughter; a waitress from Mexico City (Julia Konrad Viezzer) works two
jobs to support her sick mother; a middle-aged French journalist (Madeleine
Assas) deals with an unreasonable new boss and a bored husband; and a
Chinese student (Ying Ying Li) daily resists the nagging of her mother to
return home. Like the protesters in the streets, they’re fighting for futures
they might never attain.
These drifting, unresolved stories may lack dramatic punch, but Mr. Nikolic,
who teaches film at the New School, draws lovely performances from his
cosmopolitan cast and oodles of atmosphere from a spare piano-and-strings
soundtrack. In the movie’s most direct scene, an animated professor (played
by the filmmaker Caveh Zahedi) comments on the cultural impact of the
Occupy demonstrations.
“The only hope we have for change is spectacle, and yet somehow spectacle
kills hope,” he says, a line that suggests that Mr. Nikolic might feel similarly
about film itself.
“Allure,” which opened on Friday, is directed by Vladan Nikolic. It runs 1
hour 23 minutes and is not rated.

A version of this review appears in print on March 7, 2015, on page C5 of the New York edition with the
headline: Four Women in New York’s Melting Pot. Order Reprints| Today's Paper|Subscribe
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Process Driven ALLURE Brings
Occupy Wall St On Demand
LATEST (http://indienyc.com/category/latest/)
NEWS (http://indienyc.com/category/news/)
releases (http://indienyc.com/category/news/new-releases/)
August 25, 2015

Hailed by the New York Times as “seductive” with “lovely performances
and oodles of atmosphere” during its limited theatrical run, ALLURE will be
available from August 25, 2015, on dozens of cable and digital platform.
Based on true stories, ALLURE focuses on five women in New York, who have
come from diﬀerent countries. Each one struggles to overcome her personal
conflict, set against the Occupy Wall Street movements of 2011. These
separate, but intersecting multi-ethnic storylines touch and inform each other,
and create a larger narrative about gender, emigration, power, class, and
personal politics.
ALLURE is a process-driven film, where filmmakers and performers (actors and
non-actors) worked together through a series of improvisations to flesh out the
story and protagonists. Some scenes were shot with actors participating in the
actual Occupy Wall Street protests. The film’s representation of diﬀerent
nationalities, races and languages mirrors the global diversity of New York. The
eclectic cast includes seasoned international performers, such as Madeleine
Assas (from Godard’s For Ever Mozart), Didier Flamand (100+ films, including
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Wings of Desire, Code Unknown, Les Choristes…), actor/filmmaker and
provocateur Caveh Zahedi, as well as Estonian actress Diana Lotus, Isaach de
Bankole’s daughter Aisha de Bankole in her first major film role, and first-time
performers and non-actors from over a dozen diﬀerent countries.
ALLURE was nominated for “Best North American Independent Film” at the
2014 Black Nights Film Festival in Tallinn, Estonia, it also played at the
Portobello Film Festival in London, UK and the Esperanza Film Fest in Moscow,
Russia, and had a limited theatrical release in the US in March, 2015.
iTunes, Apple TV, Sony Playstation, Microsoft Xbox, and cable suppliers Dish
Network, Cox, Charter, will all carry ALLURE. The film can be streamed and
downloaded directly at the film’s website (http://allurethefilm.com/).
allurethefilm.com (http://allurethefilm.com)
Facebook: /AlluretheFilm
(https://www.facebook.com/Allurethefilm)Twitter: @allurethefilm
(https://twitter.com/allurethefilm)
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Immigrant women grapple with change in
the ephemeral 'Allure'
By Michael Rechtshaffen
Mar 12, 2015 | 5:48 PM

A scene from the movie "Allure." (allurethefilm.com)
Writer-director Vladan Nikolic's "Allure" is neither a documentary nor a traditional scripted
drama but, rather, an extensively improvised experimental film relating the New York stories of
a group of diverse immigrant women.
Set against the curious backdrop of the 2011 Occupy movement, the interwoven pieces pit
personal struggles against that larger context with intriguing but ultimately distancing results.
Attempting to carve out an identity for themselves are Liliana (Diana Lotus), an Estonian
immigrant who runs an escort service; Marta (Julia Konrad Viezzer), a Mexican immigrant who
works as a hotel chambermaid and waitress; Valerie (Madeleine Assas), a French TV journalist;
and Jin (Ying Ying Li), a Chinese college student.
As the film progresses, paths will be intersected and secrets will be revealed, as Manhattan
looms large in the background.

Although the women's experiences have been strikingly captured by cinematographer
Aleksandar Kostic in silvery black-and-white CinemaScope shot on video, this throwback to
1960s-era Situationist sinema takes the uniformly strong performances only so far.
This portrait of strong, independent women grappling with change in their individual lives holds
initial allure, but the effect proves ephemeral.
-----------"Allure."
MPAA rating: None.
Running time: 1 hour, 24 minutes.
Playing: Downtown Independent, Los Angeles.
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On the Making of Allure: from Professor-Director
Vladan Nikolic
By Callan Shattuck - May 13, 2015

Award-winning director and Media Studies Professor Vladan Nikolic has just released his
fourth feature film, entitled Allure (2015). Premiering at the Tallinn Black Nights Film
Festival, Vladan’s film has attracted both international and national attention, nominated for
‘Best North American Independent Feature,’ and described as “seductive… turns New York
City into a melting pot of conflict and yearning” by The New York Times.
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A still from the film.

Allure follows the path of five female immigrants and their personal journeys in New York.
Unlike the movies and commercials Nikolic has previously directed, Allure was created and
filmed almost entirely improvised. The five lead roles were inspired by five stories from the
director’s last documentary (The City), which featured many non-native New Yorkers who
moved to the city to pursue their passions. Nikolic’s inspiration for Allure came out of a
“theme that emerged [from The City]: a story of women in New York because it had another
aspect that is different,” Nikolic says, “many people come to New York to succeed, or they’re
running away from something, things like that. With women from different countries it was
always a very strong emotional connection and something happened,” whether it be fighting
for success or attaining it. Although the film is based around true events, the actors built and
became their own characters inspired by real individuals, their improv techniques adding an
honest and almost intimate feeling to the film. Shot non-consecutively throughout 2012, the
backdrop includes scenes and sentiments dealing with some of the Occupy movements.
Initially screening in NYC at the The Quad Cinema in March,
Allure made its way to L.A. and will be screening throughout the
U.S. before its DVD release and addition to Netflix’s online
streaming collection and other festivals.
Professor Vladan Nikolic
Like many of the teachers that make up the New School faculty,
Nikolic is a writer, producer, and director actively pursuing his
craft in the professional field. Allure features filmmaker and fellow
New School teacher Caveh Zahedi, along with being crewed by graduates from the Media
Studies program.

This semester Nikolic taught The Aesthetics of Directing
(undergrad), Directing Script to Screen and Storytelling
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Across Media. Originally from Serbia and growing up in
Europe, he received his masters from The New School and
has been teaching here since the 90s.
Professor and filmaker Caveh Zahedi

For more information you can visit allurethefilm.com!
Facebook Comments

Callan Shattuck
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A New Film About Boureks Shows How
We're All Connected Under Baked Sheets of
Dough
Vladan Nikolic, writer and director of Bourek, talks with us about the pastry that goes beyond
borders
By Katherine Whittaker June 16, 2016
0 Comments

A scene from Bourek in the taverna kitchen.
Bourek film
When director and writer Vladan Nikolic describes the film Bourek, which was released in
Europe last year but just debuted in America a couple months ago, he calls it “a comedy about
the end of the world and many other things.” One of these “other things” is Greek food. Set
against blindingly beautiful Greek beaches, the movie centers on a diverse cast that lives in a
hotel with a tiny Greek taverna. A flaky pastry called bourek, ubiquitous in the Mediterranean
but with slight alterations based on the country, parallels the film's characters, who bond over
food despite their diverse backgrounds. I sat down with Nikolic to ask him what it was like to
work on a movie based around food in one of the world’s great food destinations.

The film, Bourek, is literally about the food called bourek. How did that become the core of
this story? Originally I’m from the former Yugoslavia, and bourek with yogurt is a common
breakfast. It’s a very familiar food for me. In Yugoslavia in the '90s, there was the breakup of the
country, and at some point it hit me that traveling through that region, especially Greece and
Turkey, all of these countries have historically had animosity or conflicts, but they all have this
similar food. They all have bourek. Then I was talking to some friends from Israel and they have
bourekas, and the north Africans have another version of bourek, and I thought this is just such a
great metaphor for something that you share, and how food brings people together. It’s also this
ritual of sitting down to eat. Bourek is baked, and there’s something special about the bakery.
All of these countries have historically had animosity or conflicts, but they all have this similar
food. They all have bourek.
How does a bourek vary from place to place? Every place has its own version. It’s essentially
dough with either cheese or meat. Over time I’ve seen that you can pretty much do it with
anything with it. The filling can be almost anything, but the difference is how it’s made. For
example, in Turkey they have a very different way of cutting it, and the cheese is different. I
think it spread because of the Ottoman Turks, they were all around these areas. They are gone,
but the food is still there. But then it’s really interesting how each different culture has changed it
slightly to fit their own tastes. You think you know a food but then you go to a different place
and it has a different flavor.

The Bourek taverna.
Bourek film

There's a turning point in the film where one of the characters makes their version of
bourek, and it does bring everyone together. You have the main character, the Greek, Eleni,
and she has this house and what used to be the oven in her grandparents’ bakery, so it’s kind of
something that is retreating more in the background. It symbolizes these traditional things that
we have carried over generations. The idea was that by introducing this other character who is a
smuggler now but used to be a baker, it shows how certain things have become impersonal, and I
think you can see this also in the food we eat, how we eat, how we consume. When I was
growing up, there was no way we would eat a frozen dinner or something like that, but it was a
very different time. You could spend two hours cooking. The idea here with the baker coming in
and then rediscovering what he used to do, and also putting the oven back in use—it’s uniting the
characters, it’s this idea of bringing people together through food.
How do you think the characters' perspectives change in the film by what they learn about
each other? They were fighting to preserve the food [at the restaurant], but I think it was the
rediscovery of something authentic and local that all of the characters appreciated. It’s kind of
the way these characters warmed up to each other in the end, the way they all worked together,
which was really the food bringing them together. So even if they didn’t consciously realize that
on the way to getting there, in the end, it’s really the thing that has connected them.
Bourek will premiere in Los Angeles tomorrow, June 17th, at Laemle Music Hall.
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A multicultural gathering on a fictional Greek isle sets the stage for ‘Bourek,’ the new
ensemble comedy from Vladan Nikolic (Zenith, Allure).
Awash with eclectic characters, delicious food, and scenery to spare ‘Bourek’ and the island of
Khronos, somewhere between Asia, North Africa, and Europe, find highlight in their beauty,
natural, edible, and cinematic. Presented in the language combination of English, Greek, and
Serbian, ‘Bourek’ the film, much like the old Ottoman pastry from which it draws its name,

layered approach to a satire constantly shifting focus across the spectrum of the world’s bad
news.
The film’s premise is simple enough, A US billionaire is convinced that Khronos will be the only
safe haven from an impending apocalypse prophesied by a shady, white suite wearing
televangelist. Meanwhile. already on the island, a young Greek woman struggles to keep her
debt-ridden restaurant from shady German developers out to make a quick profit, all while caring
for an amnesiac Brit (!). Also around the island are the slew of colorful characters that allow
much of the film’s social awareness: a Libyan refugee who has literally fallen off a boat and
washed ashore; a Turkish hash dealer, a womanizing Serbian duo, a Japanese avant-garde
artist, and so on.
The tranquility of Khronos and the film’s sun-drenched palettes of rich blues, greens, and whites
of the sea and architecture by which it is presented bring a nostalgic feel, where ‘Bourek’ uses its
old-fashioned allegory to ease the anxieties of modern times. The island’s juxtaposition of place
with the film’s New York set opening could not be more striking: the urban mega-city vs.
antiquity; capitalism vs democracy while the simplicity of the island and the food bringing all
together remind us of the little things that once bound human kind.
Bourek continues to screen in New York city at Cinema Village with 11pm nightly showings.
Find more information HERE
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PRESS CLIPPINGS
«Politka» (Main Serbian Daily Newspaper) – translated:

http://www.politika.rs/sr/clanak/354446/Americki-recept-za-bekstvo-od-stvarnosti
Abstract: “This romantic and positivist sitcom, spiced with a blend of farce and
comedy … is the kind of film creation that relaxes cinema viewers. From "Burek"
the brain doesn’t ache; this is a so-called feel-good movie, lightning up the local
movie listings…. Nikolic builds and expands this spontaneously and accidentally
created paradise on earth from moment to moment, with all the story’s congenital
twists and turns. An oasis of peace, friendship and love among people. A utopian
town that would be naive to think can really exist, but is pleasant to watch on the big
screen…. Nikolic’s "Burek" arrived at the movie theaters, so if you are up for a
ninety-minute break from reality, to Nikolić’s utopian-mythical Kronos, sun, sea and
an oasis of peace, please go ahead.”

An American Recipe to Escape Reality
The movie "Burek", screenplay, direction and editing Vladan Nikolic, roles: Sergej and
Branislav Trifunovic, William Leroy, Katerina Misichroni, Kristina Aloupi, Al Nazemian,
Jason Grechanik, George Nanuris ... Duration: 90 minutes Production: Cyprus / Greece /
USA, 2015.
What can bring together an American, Greek, Japanese, British, Libyan, Cypriot Turk and
Serbs, but that may not have been a war? "Burek" does. A small and nice escapist movie
by screenwriter, director and editor Vladan Nikolic, the independent US-based filmmaker.
This romantic and positivist sitcom, spiced with a blend of farce and comedy, which
occasionally stops halfway, is the kind of film creation that relaxes cinema viewers. From
"Burek" the brain doesn’t ache; this is a so-called feel-good movie, lightning up the local
movie listings.
In the manner of American independent cinema, popularly known as "indie film", with a
clear - to my taste maybe even oversimplified - dramaturgy, constructed according to the
principle of beginning-middle-end, Vladan Nikolic puts the action of "Burek" in the blue
of the Mediterranean. On the sandy beach of the least-visited Greek island of Khronos,
which, in the midst of severe economic crisis, even God turned his back on.
In this small place, unpolluted by tourism, Nikolic brings together the seemingly
unmatchable. A wealthy New Yorker, WC Ruperts (William Leroy), who has lost his
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American dream and without it he has also disappeared in an instant, his racy "nurse"
Lilly (Christina Aloupi), two typical Serbian fools Miroljub-Mirko (Sergej Trifunovic)
and Slavoljub-Slavko (Branislav Trifunovic ), who, instead of going to Rhodos stumble
onto Kronos, the Japanese German conceptual artist Fujiko (Mari Yamamoto) with her
partner, a British DJ with amnesia (Jason Grechanik), the Libyan migrant Tarek, an
admirer of Yeats poetry, who washes up on the coast (Al Nazemian), and the Cyprus Turk
Adem (George Nanuris) who replaced baking with an "export-import" business (hashish),
the bankrupt local woman Eleni (Katerina Misihroni), who enthusiastically opens the
doors of her makeshift home and her tavern with fragrant organic food to all of them...
Nikolic builds and expands this spontaneously and accidentally created paradise on earth
from moment to moment, with all the story’s congenital twists and turns. An oasis of
peace, friendship and love among people. A utopian town that would be naive to think can
really exist, but is pleasant to watch on the big screen. To a good extent that is also thanks
to the director of photography Vladimir Subotic and his play with the blue sea, sky and
sun.
This is not a movie of some great depth and overly detailed work on characters and their
motivations. It is also not a movie made with fascinating direction, but with precise
craftsmanship. "Burek" is primarily a film in which Nikolic offsets that what was left out
on paper (in the script) with the actors’ contributions. Here, first of all, I think of the
Cypriot actor George Nanouris (in the role of the Turk), Al Nazemian (as the Libyan), to
Katherine Misihroni (Eleni) and the brothers Trifunovic, who played together for the first
time on film. I hope, not the last, because they are a great comedy duo.
Just don’t make me have to choose who is the better actor - Sergej or Branislav, because
I'm going to get out of that by saying that from the acting family Trifunovic I like the best
their father-actor Tomislav. Too bad he is not in this Cypriot-Greek-American film as
well. It would be a good gag.
By the way, Sergej as Mirko is the Sergej we know and love. And Branislav? It is a great
pleasure to watch him in “Burek” finally in a comedic role! As Slavko, he has
demonstrated his abilities for comedy with minimalist but extremely convincing acting
skills.
Nikolic’s "Burek" arrived at the movie theaters, so if you are up for a ninety-minute break
from reality, to Nikolić’s utopian-mythical Kronos, sun, sea and an oasis of peace, please
go ahead.
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http://www.casopiskus.rs/film-vladana-nikolica-burek/

Abstract: "Light and unpretentious, fine balanced humor and drama as a critique
of today's capitalism .... The whole film is actually a beautiful metaphor of the entire
Balkans gathered in a few characters on a small Greek coast ... I strongly
recommend Burek to everyone, if possible, with yogurt..."

A Balkan film, not about the war. Ex Yu is there, but we're not the protagonists. Sounds
weird, right? But before I go on, one apology and one remark.
First, by chance, all the films in this section have been foreign films, and for this terrible
omission I sincerely apologize. Still, I intended to correct the mistake with the Burek film
review, but whether Burek is a domestic film is ultimately debatable. Director and
screenwriter is one of my favorite independent directors, Vladan Nikolić, but that would
be about all that’s “domestic” about this movie. The production is international, but which
film is not today. How the audience determines whether the film is domestic or foreign, of
course, are the actors and the language in which the film's dialogue is taking place. The
actors are from all over the planet, and the language is English. Of course, there are
Sergey and Branislav Trifunović, but I have a problem with their use in the advertising
campaign. All posters and commercials suggest that they are the main roles of the movie,
and that it is a so called “buddy comedy,” where the audience would follow the
adventures of the two lead characters. But this is not the case. Their roles are the funniest,
but are supporting roles, side-by-side with all others. In the best case, the Trifunovic
brothers are for Burek what Timon and Pumba are for the Lion King - the characters that
serve for the audience to laugh when the major actors are not on the canvas (comic relief),
but they actually have very little effect on the action, if they’re in the midst of it and
appear in the movie for about ten minutes. To be clear, the movie is good, and they are
great in it, but a good part of the audience expected one thing based on the advertising
campaign, abut got something else (yes, it sounds like I'm talking about politics but this is
not the case).
Now, finally, about the movie itself. Burek is a movie about the economic crisis and all
those who have been hit by it. Consequently, the main heroine of the film is a Greek who
is struggling with hardships of debt and strangers, who would get her out of trouble, but
for the price of giving up her past, that is, who she is. But as we said, the movie is not
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domestic, so, thank God, this is not a dark, heavy story of crisis and poverty. The movie
does not have a specific genre, neither here or there, what our grandmothers would say,
which is one of the rare cases when this actually benefits the film. Light and
unpretentious, fine-balanced humor and drama as a critique of today's capitalism. The
characters of Burek are also neither here nor there: an American woman, but she’s not
really American; one Turk, but not from Turkey; a Libyan but he may be an economic
refugee; a stranger, but he does not know where he is from. In addition to the main
heroine, only the Serbs (Trifunović brohers) have been honest and open from the
beginning about their motives and intentions. They came to Greece just for one thing,
better than burek, of course, chicks - and I do not mean sardines. The film is actually a
nice Balkan metaphor, gathered in a few characters on a small island off the Greek coast.
The film is also a good reminder for the local audience (read Ex Yu) that not only are we
not alone in the Balkans, but that others have problems, often harder or very similar to
ours. There is also a fine parallel with Kosovo at the end of the film, but even this
political correctness (usually a minus for most movies) does not take away anything from
the appeal of the movie, it will even cause some laughter. And it is also nice to see
domestic characters that do not even have the slightest connection with the war, on the
contrary - we are also affected by the world crisis like everyone else, but we simply refuse
to accept it and live on, convinced that we’re happy, to the delight of the surprised
foreigners, who come come into contact with us by coincidence.
The only drawback of the film to this author, who understands the artistic freedom and
shaming of capitalism, when the German in the film says "You are not (poor little)
Redhead, nor am I a big evil wolf ." In the end, if this is the point of the film, then the
prince on a white horse should not be an American, who saves the whole thing only
because he falls in love with the heroine. So it turns out that capitalism is bad, unless you
get married for a rich guy. But, nevertheless, this writer does not mind that slightly fairy
tale happy end and I strongly recommend Burek to everyone, if possible, with yogurt.
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A City of Warehoused Souls
Here and There

Directed by Darko Lungulov

Comedy, Drama

1h 25m

By DANIEL M. GOLD MAY 13, 2010

In “Here and There,” a rough-edged first film written and directed by Darko
Lungulov, Robert (David Thornton) is a down-and-out saxophonist from New York
so clinically depressed that he can barely interact socially.
Forced to move, he employs Branko (Branislav Trifunovic), a Serbian “man with
a van.” Branko has a proposition for the broke Robert: go to Belgrade; marry his
girlfriend; bring her to New York; make $5,000.
In Belgrade, the girlfriend takes Robert to Olga (Mirjana Karanovic), Branko’s
mother, who has been told only that Robert is Branko’s friend and needs a place to
stay while he does some business. Back in New York, though, Branko’s van is stolen.
No van, no work; no work, no money; no money, Robert makes clear, no deal.
Meanwhile, Robert starts, slowly, to thaw. It’s not that Belgrade is charming. If
anything, the city seems filled with warehoused souls, waiting, not unlike Robert, for
something to do. But Olga stirs something in him, and he responds, shaving his
perpetual stubble, buying her flowers, trading small secrets at a dinner out.
Sporting a frayed jacket, a dress shirt and a spectacular nest of jet-black hair,
Mr. Thornton is initially cartoonish a stunned Kramer from “Seinfeld” but over
time earns a certain gruff dignity. Ms. Karanovic, a well-regarded Serbian actress,
conveys hope, desire, loss and strength with a look, a shrug, a half-finished
0strikingly
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To supplement the spare plotline, Mr. Lungulov, a Serbian émigré to the United
States, has assembled a parade of quirky bit players, including Mr. Thornton’s wife,
Cyndi Lauper (who contributed a song as well). In the end, the film has more than a
few moments that linger: like slivovitz, it sneaks up on you.
HERE AND THERE
Opens on Friday in Manhattan.
Written and directed by Darko Lungulov; director of photography, Mathias
Schöningh; edited by Dejan Urosevic; music by Dejan Pejovic; production designers,
Ivana Nikolic and Phil Buccellato; produced by George Lekovic, Vladan Nikolic,
David Nemer, Goran Petmil and Mr. Lungulov; released by Cinema Purgatorio. At
the Quad Cinema, 34 West 13th Street, Greenwich Village. Running time: 1 hour 15
minutes. This film is not rated.
WITH: David Thornton (Robert), Mirjana Karanovic (Olga), Branislav Trifunovic
(Branko), Jelena Mrdja (Ivana) and Cyndi Lauper (Rose).
Here and There

Director Darko Lungulov
Writer Darko Lungulov
Stars David Thornton, Mirjana Karanovic, Cyndi Lauper, Branislav Trifunovic, Jelena
Mrdja
Running Time 1h 25m
Genres Comedy, Drama

Movie data powered by IMDb.com
Last updated: Nov 2, 2017
A version of this review appears in print on May 14, 2010, on Page C10 of the New York edition.
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Here and There -- Film Review
9:26 PM PDT 10/14/2010 by Natasha Senjanovic, AP

The Bottom Line
Empty
Empty

Empty
ROME -- Having passed below the radar despite winning two significant awards at the 2009
Tribeca Film Festival, Darko Lungulov's "Here and There" deserves all the attention it can get
for its limited release. Beautifully executed, the semi-autobiographical film is set between the
director's adopted New York and his native Belgrade, Serbia.
Related Topics
•Asia Movies, Entertainmen... [1]
Audiences wanting the brash or dark storylines often associated with films from the former
Yugoslavia should look elsewhere. "Here and There" is a minimalist operation, yet what starts
out looking like hip Jarmusch melancholy assuredly sets deeper emotional roots. Arthouse all
the way, the surprisingly warm film will appeal to anyone looking for a low-key love story and
glimpse into contemporary Serbia.
The dialogue is sparse, the colors unobtrusive ("Here and There" seems just a few shades off
of black and white) and the characters each in their own way typical but never stereotypical.
Lungulov also delicately captures the differences between East and West, and not only in the
characters' personalities. For instance, the protagonist's bohemian poverty is a luxury against
the Serbs' modest lifestyles, which help jar the man out of his emotional hibernation.
After being evicted from his apartment, Robert (David Thornton), a penniless, middle-aged
saxophonist suffering from years of musician's block, meets Branko (Branislav Trifunovic), a
20-something Serbian immigrant eking out a living in the Big Apple as a one-man moving
company. Desperate for cash and against his better judgment, Robert eventually accepts
$5,000 from Branko, to go to Belgrade and marry his girlfriend (Jelena Mrdja) so that she can
get her U.S. immigration papers and join Branko in America.
Things go awry on both sides of the Atlantic but in the meantime the handsome, monosyllabic
Robert gingerly warms to his hostess in Belgrade, Branko's mother Olga (Mirjana Karanovic
of "Esma's Secret," in yet another faultless performance), who knows nothing of the real
reason for his visit. Robert is adrift, his gruffness a self-conscious front for frustration and zero
self-esteem. Olga is centered and teeming with pride, but just as vulnerable as Robert in her
loneliness.
Performances are everything in such an understated film, and all are superb. There is as
much depth and honesty to Branko's desperation (especially when racing to raise the rest of
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the money he owes Robert) as there is in the unexpected connection that blooms between
two weary middle-aged people.
Thornton infuses his grouch with sparks of comedy and a hint of the pathetic that slowly grow
on us, so that the slightest of smiles is all that's needed for the film's graceful ending. Antone
Pagan as a street-smart mechanic and Fedja Stojanovic as Olga's neighbor also stand out in
their smaller parts.
The score's title track was written for the film by Cyndi Lauper, who has a cameo in "Here and
There" and is Thornton's real-life wife.
Opens: May 14 (Cinema Purgatoria)
Production company: KinoKamera
Cast: David Thornton, Mirjana Karanovic, Branislav Trifunovic, Jelena Mrdja, Antone Pagan,
Goran Radakovic, Fedja Stojanovic, Cyndi Lauper
Director/screenwriter: Darko Lungulov
Producers: George Lekovic, Vladan Nikolic, David Nemer, Goran Petmil, Lungulov
Director of photography: Mathias Schoningh
Production designers: Ivana Nikolic, Phil Buccellato
Music: Dejan Pejovic
Costume designer: Zora Mojsilovic
Editor: Dejan Urosevic
Sales: Films Boutique
No rating, 85 minutes
Links:
[1] https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/topic/asia-movies-entertainment-film-reviews
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Darko Lungulov's "Here and There," slight yet deft and affecting, finds a seedy, dour, middle-age
saxophonist named Robert (David Thornton) down and out in Manhattan, facing eviction. He strikes an
unexpected deal with Serbian émigré Branko (Branislav Trifunovic): Branko will pay him $5,000 if
Robert goes to Belgrade and marries Branko's girlfriend (Jelena Mrdja), thereby enabling her to come to
New York.
Belgrade proves to be impoverished and run-down, but its people are kind and hospitable, especially
Olga (Mirjana Karanovic), Branko's mother, a lovely and gracious divorcée, with whom Robert stays —
and who's helpfully fluent in English. Olga's charm and resilience ignites a spark of life in the
despondent, taciturn Robert, but then Branko's van is stolen: How will he be able to afford to replace it
and also pay Robert?
"Here and There" is a wisp of a wry comedy but Lungulov's touch is delicate, even piercingly so, and his
direction of actors, especially Thornton and Karanovic, is beautifully nuanced. Cyndi Lauper (who is
married to Thornton) is cast as a wary friend of Robert's and also is heard singing behind the end credits.
----"Here and There." MPAA rating: Unrated. Running time: 1 hour, 25 minutes. In English and some
Serbian, with English subtitles. Playing at the Music Hall, Beverly Hills.
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Film Review: Here and There
Unassuming but intermittently charming film echoes the work of Jim Jarmusch without
becoming a warmed-over copy. Serbian-born writer-director Darko Lungulov makes the most of
a good idea and a miniscule production budget.
May 13, 2010
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Reviews
Given its metropolitan settings, Here and There
should attract audiences that live in such places,
though perhaps not too many people beyond. The
existential pangs suffered by not one but two
protagonists ring true.
Lungulov’s original narrative concerns Robert (David
Thornton), a 52-year-old New Yorker and out-ofwork jazz musician who desperately needs to shake
up his life. When he meets Branko (Branislav
Trifunovic), a Serbian immigrant, Robert is offered a way out of his rut: Branko will pay Robert
$5,000 to travel to Serbia and marry his girlfriend, Ivana (Jelena Mrdja), so she can get her
green card and join Branko in the States. In order to fulfill the bargain, Robert must leave his
own girlfriend, Rose (Cyndi Lauper, the singer and Thornton’s real-life wife), but he agrees to do
it.
On arrival in Belgrade, Robert clashes with Branko’s mother, Olga (Mirjana Karanovic), and
becomes even more frustrated when Branko’s promised payment doesn’t arrive. Meanwhile, back
in New York, Branko experiences angst himself when his vehicle is stolen and he must go through
city bureaucracy in order to track it down.
Soon enough, Robert and Olga form a bond and fall in love, which further complicates Robert’s
mission. Eventually, he follows through on his assignment to bring Ivana to New York, but he
must also decide if he will return to his old life or start a new one.
Lungulov openly admits to his admiration for Jim Jarmusch’s films, from their depiction of
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clashing cultures to their deadpan humor to their long-take character studies. Here and There
should be more winning for those unfamiliar with the films it emulates than for those previously
informed, but as a variation on Jarmusch’s quirky indie formula, Lungulov’s effort (his second
feature) is generally enjoyable and accomplished.
The actors, particularly Karanovic, ground the simple story with depth and honesty. Mathias
Schoningh’s camerawork is unnecessarily shaky (in that TV cop drama hand-held way), but at
least not too distracting. Lungulov and editor Dejan Urosevic neatly contrast the two cities in the
parallel storylines. Only Dejan Pejovic’s original score is a loser—much too sweet and cutesy in
spots for this kind of film.
But flaws and all, Here and There remains a likeable look at characters and cultures in transition.
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HERE AND THERE
SRB/USA/D 2009. R,B: Darko Lungulov.
K: Mathias Schöningh. S: Dejan
Urosevic. M: Dejan Pejovic.
P: KinoKamera, Here and There
Productions, Penrose. D: David
Thornton, Mirjana Karanovic, Cyndi
Lauper, Branislav Trifunovic, Lew Lew,
Eliezer Meyer, Goran Radakovic, Fedja
Stojanovic u.a.
85 Min. Camino ab 22.4.10
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Bleiben oder Gehen
VON SASCHA ORMANNS

Verkatertes Erwachen in einem New Yorker Kellerappartement. In träger
Melancholie wankt der Protagonist durch den Raum. Rauchend ist er bemüht,
die stehengebliebenen Bierflaschen zu entsorgen. Ordnung zu schaffen für die
angeordnete Zwangsräumung seiner Behausung am nächsten Morgen. Die
Trägheit, die über die Bildebene ebenso transportiert wird wie durch David
Thorntons Ausstrahlung, wird nur durch die Akkordeonklänge auf der Tonspur
kontrastiert. Diese deuten, zwar gemächlich leise, aber dennoch merklich, auf
Veränderung hin. Gewillt steht Robert dieser nicht gegenüber, vielmehr wird sie
ihm im folgenden immer wieder aufgezwungen. Wir wissen noch nichts über
diese Figur, fühlen uns ihr aber sofort verbunden: David Thornton gelingt es mit
seiner betrübt zurückhaltenden Art, den Zuschauer umgehend auf seine Seite
zu ziehen.
Überhaupt durchdringt Here and There eine angenehme Trägheit. Darko
Lungulov inszeniert sein Spielfilmdebüt zurückhaltend langsam. Entschleunigt
könnte man es nennen. Diese Herangehensweise ist für das vorliegende
Drehbuch genau die richtige; eine dynamischere Erzählhaltung hätte Lungulov
nur den Vorwurf eingebracht, er versuche, inhaltliche Schwächen zu
übertünchen. Denn auf dramaturgischer Ebene bietet Here and There nichts
Neues. Keine Besonderheiten. Wir folgen den klassischen drei Akten, mit zwei
Höhe-, die zeitgleich auch Wendepunkte darstellen, zu denen sich noch eine
Liebesgeschichte gesellt. Glücklicherweise begeht der Regisseur in seinem
ersten Spielfilm jedoch nicht den Fehler, zu viel zu wollen, sondern verläßt sich
vollkommen auf seine Darsteller und seinen bedachten Inszenierungsstil. Die
Frage nach einem Bleiben oder Gehen Darko Lungulovs im Filmgeschäft, sie
kann klar mit »Bleiben« beantwortet werden. Auf ein Wiedersehen, dann
vielleicht mit mehr Überraschungen.
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Here and There - Tamo i ovde (2009)
Here & There - Wiedersehen in Belgrad
Oder: In Belgrad verwelken die Blumen nie
Der erfolglose Saxophonist Robert (David Thornton) muss aus seiner New Yorker Wohnung ausziehen. Seine
wenigen Sachen werden vom serbischen Umzugsmann Branko zu Roberts Exfreundin transportiert. Rose
(Cyndi Lauper) ist gar nicht begeistert, dass der depressive Altmusiker nun bei ihr herumhängt. Auf ihr
Drängen sucht sich Robert in den Strassen von New York einen Job und landet wieder bei Branko. Bereits nach
einem Tag hat er genug vom Möbelschleppen und will sich aus dem Staub machen. Doch Branko hält ihn mit
einem lukrativen Angebot zurück. Er verspricht Robert fünftausend Dollar, wenn dieser die serbische Freundin
Tosha (Rajkovic Fedja Stojanovic) in Belgrad heiratet, und ihr dadurch ein amerikanisches Visum beschafft.

Eine Freundschaft kriegt
immer die Kurve

In Belgrad wird er herzlich von Brankos Mutter Olga (Mirjana Karanovic)
empfangen, der er auf subtile Art zeigt, dass er ihr Land und Sitten nicht gerade mag. Schon bald aber
entdeckt er, dass fremd sein in einer Stadt nicht heissen muss, sich fremd zu fühlen. Während Robert und Olga
sich langsam kennen lernen, drängt Branko auf die Hochzeit. Die unbeschwerte Zeit mit Olga ist knapp
bemessen und darum wohl umso schöner.
Ungeduldig die Braut,
gesetzter der Bräutigam

Film-Rating
Der serbische Regisseur Darko Lungulov stellt das Leben in New York treffender dar als mancher seiner amerikanischen Kollegen. Sei es
Robert, einer der vielen Künstler in New York, die nach dem Misserfolg anstatt am Saxophon an der Wodkaflasche hängen, oder Branko,
der Kriegsflüchtling aus dem Balkan: Menschen, die heute das Stadtbild New Yorks prägen. Gammlige Wohnungen, schlechter Junkfood
und die tägliche Suche nach Arbeit gehören zum New Yorker Alltag vielmehr als Stars und Glamour.
Auch in Belgrad sieht man die Spuren des Krieges, der nun zwar endgültig vorbei ist. Lungulov, der als serbischer Flüchtling nach Amerika
immigrierte, präsentiert sein Heimatland als Ort, gekennzeichnet vom Krieg und doch voller Hoffnung. Viele der Serben hoffen, und einige
glauben an ihr Land. Doch gibt es auch jene, die keine Zukunft sehen, die das tägliche Bild der Kriegsruinen in die Ferne treibt. Wenn Olga
von einst schwärmt, glaubt man ihr, wie sie als junges Mädchen an diesem schönen Ort gelebt und geliebt hat. Und man kann sich
vorstellen, was es heisst, in jahrelanger Angst zu leben, Freunde und Verwandte zu verlieren. Auch Robert, der mit seiner stummen Art
anfangs gewisse Aversionen auslöst, lernt man während der Geschichte zu verstehen und sympathisiert mit dem gescheiterten Musiker.

Here & There ist ein Film über grundverschiedene Menschen mit ganz unterschiedlichen Lebenswegen. Sie treffen aufeinander hier und
dort, in Belgrad und New York. Lungulov zeigt eine Geschichte, die so schön subtil und einfach kompliziert ist, dass der Begriff
Liebeskomödie verfehlt wäre. Vielmehr ist es eine verwickelte Migrationskomödie mit einem spitzfindigen Humor. Minimalistische Elemente
machen den Film real, die ruhigen Szenen, die Here & There auszeichnen, verleihen der Geschichte Authentizität. Dank der Kameraführung
wirken die Personen realistisch und das Geschehen echt. Nahe an den Protagonisten dran, geben die Bilder die Stimmungen und Emotion
treffend wider. Man glaubt Lungulov, wenn er betont, dass er früher wie Branko bei einem Umzugsunternehmen für wenig Geld gearbeitet
hat. Man kann sich ausmalen, dass Robert, Branko, Rose und alle anderen, irgendwo auf dieser Welt existieren.
Lunglov zeigt mit einer starken Besetzung eine ungewöhnliche Liebesgeschichte, die Landesgrenzen und Kulturbarrieren überschreitet, die
ohne grosse Dramen und Szenen spannend erzählt wird. Fremd zu sein in einer fremden Stadt muss nicht zwangsläufig heissen, sich auch
fremd zu fühlen. Ein authentischer Film, der eine Alltagsgeschichte ruhig und glaubhaft erzählt.
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Fire Under the Snow
Well-crafted docu "Fire Under the Snow" concerns septuagenarian Tibetan monk Palden
Gyatso, who, imprisoned and tortured for 33 years, became a rallying cry for his country's
liberation.
By Ronnie Scheib
https://variety.com/2008/film/markets-festivals/fire-under-the-snow-1200522056/
With:
With: Palden Gyatso, Manfred Nowak, Lawrence Gerstein, Tenzin Tsundue, Ana Adhe,
Lobsang Khenrab.
Well-crafted docu “Fire Under the Snow” concerns septuagenarian Tibetan monk Palden
Gyatso, who, imprisoned and tortured for 33 years, became a rallying cry for his country’s
liberation. New York-based filmmaker Makoto Sasa contrasts the horror of the story and
the serenity of its teller for dramatic impact. Now perched high atop a mountain in India,
Gyatso asserts his faith that if people knew the injustice he and his countrymen endure,
they would end it; Sasa then proceeds to illustrate that injustice and the world’s reaction to
it. Recent, well-publicized anti-Olympic Games brouhaha assures pic longevity in fest and
educational play.
Helmer Sasa intersperses Gyatso’s calm remembrance of seemingly endless torture and
starvation with newsreel footage of civil unrest and Chinese brutality. She bookends Gyatso’s
three-decades-long ordeal with coverage of the indefatigable monk’s worldwide activism: He
participates in marches and demonstrations with the same calm deliberation he invests in making
tea or in matter-of-factly recounting the loss of all his teeth via cattle prod. At the 2006 Winter
Olympics in Turin, Gyatso leads a hunger strike to protest China’s hosting of the 2008 games,
but economics trump human rights yet again.
Production: An Imakoko Media production, in association with Argot Pictures, Surla Films. (International sales:
Surla Films, New York.) Produced by Makoto Sasa. Co-producers, Jim Browne, Vladan Nikolic. Directed by
Makoto Sasa. Written by Sasa, Aaron Mendez.
Crew: Camera (B&W/color, HD), Vladimir Subotic; editor, Milica Zec. Reviewed at Tribeca Film Festival
(Discovery), April 25, 2008. English, Tibetan dialogue. Running time: 75 MIN.

Hollywood Reporter Film Review: Fire Under the Snow
Bottom Line: A harrowing and inspiring personal account of political
activism and persecution.
By Justin Lowe Aug 26, 2008
DocuWeek, Los Angeles
Covering much of the history of modern Tibet from a dissident's personal perspective, Makoto
Sasa's docu "Fire Under the Snow" relates the journey of Tibetan monk Palden Gyatso from brutal
imprisonment in his homeland to freedom in exile. The film recently completed Academy Awardqualifying runs in New York and Los Angeles. Despite such prestigious placement, the audience for
a theatrical release would clearly be confined to major metropolitan specialty venues; a potentially
larger viewership could await on broadcast outlets.
As related in his book, "The Autobiography of a Tibetan Monk" -- which covers much of the same
material as the film -- Gyatso, 77, was born in western Tibet in 1933 when the country was still
independent and entered a monastery to become a monk at 18. A decade after China's invasion of
Tibet, Gyatso was arrested and imprisoned in 1959 for independence- related activities. A failed
escape attempt led to a doubling of his sentence, which was quickly followed by re-arrest and further
prison time.
During his long years of incarceration, Gyatso affectingly relates how his captors repeatedly and
brutally tortured him with beatings, psychological coercion and even electrocution. After 33 years in
Chinese jails and labor camps, he finally slipped out of Tibet in 1992 to join the exile Tibetan
community in India.
In the years since, Gyatso has relentlessly advocated for the rights of Tibetan political prisoners and
championed autonomy. Footage of his 2006 hunger strike attempting to persuade the International
Olympic Committee to refuse China the 2008 games is particularly disconcerting in the context of the
recent competition.
Shooting in a straightforward reportorial style, Sasa sticks close to Gyatso for most of the running
time, incorporating interviews with his acquaintances and other human rights activists alongside
scenes of his daily life and advocacy activities. Aside from Gyatso's personal material, much of the
archival footage is similar or identical to images that have appeared in news reports and other Tibetrelated docus.
If not for Gyatso's traumatic personal experiences and passionate human rights advocacy, the film's
literalism would likely overwhelm its relevance and timeliness. While "Fire Under the Snow" presents
a passable primer on China's human rights abuses in Tibet by offering a unique point of view on the
ordeals of Tibetan political prisoners, it breaks little new ground on the macro level.
Production company: Argot Pictures Director: Makoto Sasa. Screenwriter: Aaron Mendez.
Producers: Makoto Sasa, Jim Browne, Vladan Nikolic. Executive Producer: Maura
Moynihan.Directors of photography: Vladimir Subotic, Lincoln Maguire, Makoto Sasa. Editor: Milica
Zec.
http://fireunderthesnowmovie.com/newspress/15
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"Heartfelt look at the resilience of
the human spirit."
LA Times, Susan King

"Gyatso is engaging, charming,
and riveting his story horrifying."
ABC News, Nancy Ramsey
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Film bares Tibetan's 33
years in cell, torture
By KEVIN KUO

“

”

"Powerful doc"
Time Out Magazine, Drew Toal

NEWS & PRESS
“They seemed an unlikely pair
— the Tibetan Buddhist monk
who had spent 33 years in
Chinese prisons and labor
camps and the aspiring
Japanese filmmaker.”
Daniel E. Slotnik , New York Times

Kyodo News
NEW YORK (Kyodo) Tokyo native Makoto Sasa has recently debuted her
documentary, "Fire Under the Snow," the story of Tibetan monk Palden
Gyatso, who was imprisoned and tortured in China for 33 years, at the
Tribeca Film Festival.
"Fire Under the Snow," which took three years to complete and was
shown at the film festival in New York on April 24, is at once both a

"If you think you're lost,
you're lost. If you think you're
a winner, you're a winner."
…said Palden Gyatso, as he
was trying to explain to us the
secret to his inner strength.

personal testament of one man's resiliency in the face of brutality and a
jarring revelation of over 50 years of unaddressed injustice and abuse.

Rachelle J. Hruska, Guest of a Guest

In her directorial debut, the Buddhist filmmaker said she is surprised by
her movie's timeliness:
"We didn't expect that this would happen," she said in an interview,
referring to the Chinese government's crackdown on recent protests in

Tibet.

“Gyatso’s unwavering faith in
the face of horrific
circumstances would make
for essential viewing.”
Sara Cardace, New York Magazine

"But now it's happening and it's very important that thousands of people
are going to have the same experience as he experienced and this
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message would spread and some people would do something about the
cause," she said.

“****”
“Powerful Doc”

Inspired in her early teens by the image of a prostrating Tibetan monk on
a pilgrimage to Lhasa, the 34-year-old Keio University graduate came to

Drew Toal,Time Out Magazine

the United States hoping to change the world.
When she had the opportunity to meet the monk whose autobiography,
"Fire Under the Snow: True Story of a Tibetan Monk," helped her through

“A harrowing and inspiring
film.”

difficult periods, she leaped at the chance to film Gyatso's extraordinary
story of survival.

Justin Lowe, Hollywood Reporter

Gyatso escaped to Dharamsala, India, after 33 years as a prisoner in
China. After enduring three decades of torture, watching his friends and
family die from abuse and starvation, and even losing all his teeth from an
electric cattle prod shoved down his throat, the monk now devotes his life
to advocating for Tibet's freedom. Humble in dress and manner, he would
not strike most as the activist type.

“Heartfelt look at the
resilience of the human
spirit.”
Susan King, LA Times

But get him talking about the Tibetan cause and he comes alive through a
combination of words, sweeping hand gestures and eyes that
communicate with unwavering lucidity the moral rightness of his struggle.

"Fascinating and frightening
documentary.”

In an interview, Gyatso expressed outrage at China's hosting the 2008
Olympics. "The Olympics is for human rights, peace," Gyatso, 77, said. "If

Andrew O’Hehir, Salon.com

there is no human rights, then China does not deserve to host the
Olympics."
The monk has become a global symbol of perseverance for the Tibetan
struggle.
During the 2006 Olympics in Turin, Italy, Gyatso attracted worldwide
media attention when International Olympic Committee President Jacques

“Taking Reverend Al’s mantra
of ‘No Justice, No Peace’ to
another level!”
Bevy Smith, Papermag

Rogge asked the monk to end his indefinite hunger strike. The monk
agreed with the expectation that the president would promise to pressure
China to improve its human rights record in Tibet.
But as the movie shows, Rogge's promise went unfulfilled, with Rogge

"Gyatso is engaging,
charming, and riveting his
story horrifying."

telling the monk his request fell outside the IOC's authority.
Nancy Ramsey , ABC NEWS
Despite setbacks, the quiet disciple of compassion and nonviolence
continues to denounce China, confident in the power of truth and law.
"I do not have any ill will toward the Chinese people, because if I have any
ill will toward somebody, it's not going to help me or my cause, and,
moreover, it is the tenets of Buddhism . . . I absolutely believe violence will
not achieve anything . . . only through truth and international law can we
solve the Tibetan issue, " Gyatso said.
The 75-minute documentary covers Palden Gyatso's life from age 28,
when he was imprisoned and charged as a reactionary during the
communist takeover. It ends with the demonstrations in Boston and New

“***”
“Be warned: The opening
ceremonies for the 2008
Olympics might look a little
different if you see Makoto
Sasa's disturbing
documentary beforehand. “
Elizabeth Weitzman, Daily News

York City ignited by the Chinese Communist Party's harsh clampdown
on recent protests in Tibet.
Although many have denounced China's actions, the emerging economic
superpower has yet to respond with significant changes to its policy
toward Tibet.
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In response to worldwide protests, many Chinese students throughout the

Ronnie Scheib, Variety

United States have led their own demonstrations in support of a united
China, one that includes Tibet. When asked to comment on these
demonstrations, the spirited monk deflected with ease doubts about his
country's claim to sovereignty.
"I can remember when I was 11 or 13 years old, when Tibetan lamas
would go to China to preach religion, and there was a representative that
would come to Tibet, stationed in Lhasa. . . . At that time there was no
tension at all, it was a harmonious relationship. The two nations existed as
two independent nations," Gyatso recalled of a time before the Chinese
Communist Party took control in 1949.
The monk said resolutely that China's interests in Tibet are mainly
economic. "Chinese know that Tibet is rich in natural resources, which is
why they wanted to have complete control over Tibet. That is one reason
why China has become so powerful today," he said, referring to mineral oil
and uranium, which is enriched for use in producing nuclear energy.
Despite protests and ongoing violence against his countrymen, Gyatso is
optimistic. "We have been very moderate in our approach toward our
cause and we have been very peaceful and endured many hardships. I
think there will be a time when the international community will wake up to
the Tibetans' sufferings."
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On Film, a Monk’s Passion and Protest
By DANIEL E. SLOTNIK JULY 6, 2008

Correction Appended
They seemed an unlikely pair — the Tibetan Buddhist monk who had spent 33 years
in Chinese prisons and labor camps and the aspiring Japanese filmmaker.
The filmmaker, Makoto Sasa, said she first heard of the monk, Palden Gyatso,
when she was in college in Japan. After she arrived in New York to study film, alone
and speaking no English, she read his memoir, “The Autobiography of a Tibetan
Monk” (Grove Press, 1997). “His story made me think my problem is nothing,” she
said.
Ms. Sasa, 35, decided to make a documentary about him. She began raising
money, with loans, donations and a grant from the New York State Council on the
Arts. She shot the film, “Fire Under the Snow,” in Tibet, Italy and India, where Mr.
Gyatso, 77, now lives.
In order to film in Tibet, Ms. Sasa entered as a tourist. And late last month, Mr.
Gyatso came to New York to help raise money to distribute the film and to continue
his decades of protest against Chinese rule in his homeland.
He stayed in the East Side apartment of the film’s executive producer, Maura
Moynihan, rising at about 4:30 each morning with hours of prayer.
In the film, he tells of how his own existence, as well as that of Tibet, became
frighteningly narrow and harsh after the Chinese invasion of 1950.
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In 1959, the Dalai Lama, Tibet’s leader, fled to India during an uprising in
Lhasa, the Tibetan capital. Mr. Gyatso marched in protests during the uprising and
was arrested when he returned to his monastery.
The Chinese authorities accused him and another monk who had been his
mentor of being spies for India. When Mr. Gyatso refused to denounce the other
monk or the Dalai Lama, soldiers hung him “naked like a light bulb from the ceiling,”
he said, and beat him with iron bars. He was eventually sentenced to eight years in
prison. In 1962, Mr. Gyatso and six other prisoners escaped and got as far as the
Nepalese border. He was captured and sentenced to another eight years.
He was sent to a labor camp in 1975. But when he posted a sign advocating
Tibetan independence he was ordered imprisoned for another eight years in 1983.
During that last term Mr. Gyatso lost several teeth and his sense of taste when a
jailer shoved a cattle prod down his throat.
Human rights groups helped secure Mr. Gyatso’s release in 1992. He fled Tibet
by walking for 20 days over the Himalayas, finally arriving in Dharamsala, India,
home of many Tibetan refugees, including the Dalai Lama.
Mr. Gyatso came to the United States in 1994 and testified before Congress. He
showed the congressmen several instruments of torture that he had smuggled out.
On this visit, he attended several candlelight vigils for Tibet at Union Square,
and one morning he went to ground zero to pray for those who had died there.
The film about Mr. Gyatso — “Fire Under the Snow,” which was the original title
of his memoir — will be shown as part of the International Documentary
Association’s Docuweek in New York from Aug. 8 to 14 and in Los Angeles from Aug.
22 to 28. As its makers are quick to point out, those dates overlap with the Olympic
Games in Beijing.
Mr. Gyatso said through an interpreter that he believed that holding the
Olympics in Beijing contradicted the spirit of the Games as “a celebration of human
rights, of equality, freedom” because China had shown “no respect for human rights,
no respect for freedom.”
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As he spoke again of the Chinese occupation of Tibet, his eyes flashed and he
punctuated his speech with emphatic gestures. “What the Chinese government really
wants,” he said, “is to eliminate Tibetan culture, to basically terminate everything
that is Tibetan.”
Despite his experiences, Mr. Gyatso said he felt compassion for his tormenters.
In one scene in the film he says he “can’t entirely blame the officials for beating me,
because if they didn’t beat me enough they would be dismissed.”
Ms. Moynihan, who became fascinated with Tibet when her father, Daniel
Patrick Moynihan, the future senator, was the United States ambassador to India in
the 1970s, agreed to become the executive producer after Ms. Sasa showed the film
at this year’s Tribeca Film Festival.
“We will never have this opportunity again, when the world spotlight will be
focused on China,” Ms. Moynihan said.
She first met Mr. Gyatso in 1994 and considers him “the face” of the Tibetan
protest.
“He speaks for the dead, for the tortured, for the incarcerated, for the silenced,”
she said.
Mr. Gyatso, who filled his free moments in her apartment by painting
calligraphy, said he had “no regrets in my life because I have made a humble
contribution to the Tibetan cause, and to the cause of freedom and nonviolence
around the world.”
Correction: July 13, 2008
An article in some editions last Sunday about “Fire Under the Snow,” a documentary
about a Tibetan Buddhist monk, Palden Gyatso, who spent 33 years in Chinese prisons
and labor camps, misstated the circumstances under which the filmmaker, Makoto Sasa,
was able to get into Tibet. She entered as a tourist; she did not, as Mr. Gyatso said, enter
by pretending to be making a different film, about a Lama supported by the Chinese
government. The article also conflated two people in Mr. Gyatso’s explanation: the Lama
who was backed by Beijing is not the same one whose childhood home is across the
street from Mr. Gyatso’s childhood home in Tibet.
A version of this article appears in print on , on Page A23 of the New York edition with the headline: On
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Thoughtful Thriller “Most Beautiful
Island” Presents an Extreme Example of
What People Will Do for Money
Ana Asensio writes, directs, and stars in this story
of an undocumented immi!ant who a"ends a
mysterious par# for a massive payout
by TATIANA CRAINE
NOVE MBE R 1, 20 1 7
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Ana Asensio in “Most Beautiful Island”
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ORION PICTURES AND SAMUEL GOLDWYN FILMS

What are you willing to do for money? !at’s the question Luciana (Ana Asensio)
must ask herself throughout the thoughtful thriller Most Beau$%l Island. As an
undocumented immigrant barely getting by with cash-under-the-table jobs in New
York City, Luciana, it turns out, will do nearly anything to make ends meet:
babysitting for obnoxiously bratty kids, ﬂyer hustling in Times Square, and
attending a mysterious party for two grand. But it’s that last, lucrative gig that gives
Luciana pause. One of her ﬂyer-hustling comrades asks Luciana to step in for the
night, but oﬀers few details other than the promise of a massive payout. And as the
party draws closer, it’s clear that something’s not quite right.

In this promising debut, Asensio does triple duty as writer, director, and star. At a
lean eighty minutes, Most Beau$%l Island has little extraneous material in it, and
Asensio spins a suspenseful web that delivers a truly shocking — and strangely
satis%ing — revelation. As a rumination on the experiences of undocumented
immigrants, Most Beau$%l Island presents an extreme example of what people will
do to scrape by — but it does so without belittling its vulnerable characters.
Beneath Luciana’s desperation lies a silent strength that grounds her in this story
with life-or-death consequences.
Most Beautiful Island
Wri"en and directed by Ana Asensio
Orion Pic&res and Samuel Goldwyn Films
Opens November 3, AMC Loews 19th S'eet East 6
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‘Most Beautiful Island’ Review: Ana Asensio’s SXSW Winner Is a
Spellbinding Thriller About Immigrant Life In America
Spanish actress Ana Asensio wrote, directed, produced, and stars in
this wicked, horrifyingly essential story about coming to America.
David Ehrlich
Mar 15, 2017 2:02 pm
A short, stressful, and utterly spellbinding debut that transforms the immigrant experience into
the stuff of an early Polanski psychodrama, Ana Asensio’s “Most Beautiful Island” is a worthy
winner of the SXSW Grand Jury Prize for best narrative feature, and — more importantly —
strong evidence of a cinematic juggernaut in the making.
Asensio, a thirtysomething Spanish actress whose work is virtually unseen on these shores, not
only wrote, directed, and produced this fraught metropolitan thriller, she also appears in just
about every frame. And while the film might begin by suggesting that its heroine was chosen at
random (a mesmeric prologue follows seven different women as they weave through the
sidewalks of Manhattan, the camera picking them out of a crowd as if to wordlessly reassert that
most of the Naked City’s seven million stories remain untold), Asensio’s compulsively
watchable lead performance splits the difference between the specific and the representational.
She’s an undocumented women of a certain age, and also all of them; never just one or the other.
But she’s about to have a night that will force her to forge a unique American identity for herself
or die trying.
All we really know about Luciana is that she’s fresh off the boat from Spain, as desperate to
distance herself from old life as she is for some help establishing her new one. The film tells us
precious little about the raw data of who this woman is, almost nothing that we couldn’t glean
from seeing her on the street — an early phone call reveals that she can’t shake a lingering sense
of guilt about what she did to someone named Sofia (a daughter?), while a harried trip to a
doctor’s office makes it clear that Luciana is even shorter on sleep than she is on cash, but that’s
about it. Any further details are learned observationally, from the overdue rent notice that she
turns into a paper airplane to the bright red sneakers that she wears like someone who can’t
afford to slow down. And she can’t.
It’s never fun to have a bad day, but it’s even worse when you have one on the longest day of the
year. Summer in the city makes everyone seem like they’re about to drown in their own flopsweat, but Luciana is truly at the end of her rope. Her morning job, which requires her to wear a

short skirt and a chicken mask as she shoves fliers at tourists in Time Square, is too degrading to
sustain. Her afternoon gig babysitting two of the neediest brats in Manhattan is even more
barbaric.
In between, she sinks into a bath in her dilapidated apartment and picks at the duct tape that her
landlord used to cover a missing tile in the bathroom wall. Dozens of cockroaches spill out of the
hole and into the tub, each of them large enough to fight Godzilla. Don’t be fooled by Asensio’s
docudrama stylings, this terrifying moment — so intense that it feels lifted from one of coproducer Larry Fessenden’s gory horror films — is no cheap departure from a story that
otherwise seems like a grounded vérité portrait of America’s invisible underclass. On the
contrary, as Luciana will learn the hard way after a fellow immigrant offers her a mysterious (but
highly lucrative) job in the meatpacking district, “Most Beautiful Island” is increasingly defined
by how well it blurs the line between rotted dreams and waking nightmares.
READ MORE: IndieWire’s 2017 SXSW Bible: Every Review, Interview, And News Post From
The Fest
It would be criminal to describe what happens to Luciana that night, or say anything about why
the super secret payday requires her to buy a slinky black dress and pick up a locked purse from
the basement of a Chinatown restaurant, but it’s impressive how seamlessly the movie blends the
anxiety of neo-realism into something that resembles the suspense of the orgy sequence from
“Eyes Wide Shut.” Asensio, whose sunken, model-like features are fleshed out with hope (and
makeup) as Luciana plunges deeper into the underworld, is as dynamic behind the camera as she
is in front of it.

“Most Beautiful Island”
The film gets a bit silly towards the end, albeit it in a perversely enjoyable way, but its first-time
director does such a careful job of descending from New York’s sweltering iconography to its
hidden underbelly that Luciana’s inferno feels all too real. As “Most Beautiful Island” plainly
begins to borrow from other micro-budget horror stories of migrant exploitation (“13 Tzameti”
comes to mind), the primacy of Asensio’s vision — and the fetishistic intensity of her imagery
— overpowers any trace feelings of familiarity. By the end, even the handful of amateurish
supporting performances begin to feel like part of the film’s surreal charm.

Creating a lucid sense of reality only so that she can defile it with a wicked pivot towards
madness, Asensio’s film creates a vision of immigrant life in America (and its value) that’s all
the more urgent for how it uses genre elements to exaggerate the experience. “I’m so tired of the
possibilities,” Luciana complains to her friend at one point, exasperated at the thought of what
might happen to her next. “The possibilities are why we’re here,” the friend replies.
America might still endure as the land of opportunity (at least for the time being), but few films
have so vividly illustrated what opportunity really feels like to those who have nothing else left,
or how it leads immigrants into a selectively visible economy that exists just parallel to the one
that lured them here in the first place. More than just its unexpected thrills, “Most Beautiful
Island” is a ruthlessly effective parable about how, both underground and above, this place will
only remain a beacon of hope so long as its people decide to pay forward their good fortune,
however little of it they might have left.

